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FROM THE CEO
WELCOME TO HOMES NORTH 

We welcome you as a new tenant of Homes North Community 
Housing Co. Ltd (Homes North).

Homes North provides a range of appropriately designed, well-
managed affordable housing for people on low to moderate 
incomes throughout the New England North West.

This handbook provides information about your rights and 
responsibilities as a Homes North tenant and the rules around 
guarding your privacy. In addition, we have included other helpful 
information regarding your tenancy.

We hope that providing quality, safe and affordable housing will be 
the start for you to make a home that will help you achieve your life 
aspirations.

OUR VISION STATEMENT

Homes North is committed to the long term future of community 
housing in our region. Our 20 year contract with the Department of 
Communities and Justice to manage general social housing in the 
New England North West of NSW gives us a once in a generation 
opportunity to support long term positive change for the more 
vulnerable people in our community.

OUR AIMS

1. Be known for our high quality tenancy, asset management and 
housing development services.

2. Change the face of social housing for the better.

Maree McKenzie
CEO, Homes North
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3. Support our most vulnerable community 
members by delivering innovative and  
‘can-do’ services.

4. Disrupt intergenerational disadvantage by 
focusing on opportunities for positive change.

5. Deliver best practice culturally appropriate 
services for the region’s Aboriginal 
community members.

6. Be known for our responsive services to 
community members who are homeless or 
seeking assistance to sustain private rental 
tenancies.

7. Support thriving neighbourhoods through our 
community engagement activities.

OUR VALUES

Our points of culture are the values Homes North 
strives to exemplify every day. These values are 
the principles guiding ethical behaviour.

Communicate
We will communicate in a positive, clear and 
concise manner using the appropriate method 
and tone, listening without judgement.

Respect
We will show respect at all times; valuing our 
differences and treating people how we want to 
be treated.

Responsibility
We will take responsibility and ownership of our 
own behaviour and actions.

Good Faith
We will act with good faith; consciously choosing 
to believe that people are acting with good 
intent, giving them the opportunity to clarify any 
misunderstandings.

Supportive
We will be supportive and work as a team; 
showing understanding to one another and 
providing encouragement.

Integrity
We will work ethically and with integrity; 
conducting ourselves professionally, maintaining 
confidentiality and always being honest.
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YOUR TENANCY
WITH HOMES NORTH 

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM HOMES NORTH

• To be treated fairly and without 
discrimination.

• To be treated with dignity and respect.
• To have access to safe, appropriate and 

affordable housing.
• To participate in the activities of Homes North 

and to be consulted on your housing needs.
• To have the information about you 

held securely, treated sensitively and 
confidentially, and know that you can have 
access to your own file.

• To be informed when either policy changes, 
or the way we manage your tenancy, may 
impact you.

• To be given the opportunity to provide input 
on policy changes.

• To be fully informed by the company of your 
rights and responsibilities.

• To ask any further questions you have about 
Homes North and its services, and have the 
rights and responsibilities of the company 
explained to you.

• To receive information about procedures for 
complaints and appeals.

• To lodge a complaint or an appeal against 
decisions affecting your tenancy without fear 
of losing your home.

WHAT HOMES NORTH EXPECTS FROM YOU

• Have realistic expectations of what Homes 
North can provide.

• To tell Homes North when there is a change 
in your life that will impact on your tenancy.

• To treat Homes North staff, and others, with 
respect and dignity.

• To take responsibility for your own wellbeing.
• To use support services, where appropriate, 

to allow you to live independently.
• Take responsibility for the results of any 

decision that you make.
• Respect other tenant’s rights, privacy and 

personal space.
• Ensure your visitors respect the privacy of 

other nearby tenants.
• Attend property inspections as arranged.
• Be respectful and considerate of others living 

in and near the property.
• To abide by all terms of the Residential 

Tenancy Agreement.
• Be accountable for damage to the rented 

premises.
• Inform Homes North if you are going to be 

away from the property for more than four (4) 
weeks.

THE RESIDENTIAL TENANCY AGREEMENT

The Residential Tenancy Agreement (RTA) is a 
written agreement between you, as the tenant, 
and Homes North as the owner or manager of 
the property.  It sets out the rules for renting the 
property.  The RTA will be explained to you by 
our staff.  You will be asked to sign two copies 
of the standard RTA.  The tenancy agreement 
is also signed by Homes North.  One copy is 
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provided to you and the other copy is kept 
on your file along with the Property Condition 
Report.  The RTA includes the following 
information:

• Your Name and the address of the property to 
be leased.

• The period/term of the lease.
• The market rent.
• The rights and responsibilities of the tenant, 

and the landlord.
• The number of people that can reside at the 

address.

THE PROPERTY CONDITION REPORT

The Property Condition Report (PCR) describes 
the condition of the premises at the beginning 
of the tenancy.  It is signed by Homes North and 
yourself.  Our staff will explain how to complete 
the form.  It is very important that you complete 
the property condition report as this is the most 
important document about your tenancy.  At 
the end of the tenancy the Property Condition 
Report will be used to review the condition of the 
property to check for any damages.

PROPERTY INSPECTIONS

Homes North staff will inspect your property 
from 1 to 4 times per year.  A written record of 
the inspection will be kept on your file.  Where 
necessary a follow-up visit will be made.  Any 
major repair problems should be brought to

the attention of our staff during these 
inspections.

BREACH OF RESIDENTAL TENANCY 
AGREEMENT

Homes North aims to sustain tenancies in the 
following ways:

Minor breach
Negotiate, rectify and encourage engagement of 
support providers where needed.

Serious or ongoing breaches
Potentially Homes North can proceed to 
terminate your tenancy through the NSW Civil 
and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT), the Tribunal 
governing all NSW tenancies.  Orders through 
NCAT formalise commitments to comply where 
negotiation has failed.

INFORMATION AND SUPPORT FOR TENANTS

• New England and Western Tenants Advice 
and Advocacy Service (NEWTAAS) 
1800 836 268

• Northern NSW Aboriginal Tenants Advisory 
Service 1800 248 913
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Tenant 
information statement

What you must know before you start renting   

Make sure you read this information statement 
thoroughly before you sign a residential tenancy 
agreement. Ask questions if there is anything in 
the agreement that you do not understand.

Remember, you are committing to a legally 
binding contract with no cooling-off period. You 
want to be certain you understand and agree to 
what you are signing.

The landlord or agent must: 

•  ensure the property is vacant, reasonably 
clean, fit to live in and in good repair at the 
start of the tenancy

•  provide and maintain the property in a 
reasonable state of repair

•  meet health and safety laws (e.g. pool fencing, 
electrical installations, smoke alarms, window 
and balcony safety)

• ensure the property is reasonably secure

•  respect your privacy and follow entry and 
notice requirements.

When renting, you must:

• pay the rent on time

•  keep the property reasonably clean and 
undamaged and leave it in the same condition 
it was in when you moved in (fair wear and 
tear excepted)

• not use the property for anything illegal 

• follow the terms of the tenancy agreement

•  respect your neighbours’ right to peace, 
comfort and privacy 

What you must be told before you sign an 
agreement

Sometimes a rental property has something in 
its history that you should know before you sign 
an agreement. 

 

The landlord or agent must tell you if the 
property is: 

• planned to be sold

•  subject to court proceedings where the 
mortgagee is trying to take possession of  
the property

•  in a strata scheme and a strata renewal 
committee is currently established for the 
strata scheme. 

The landlord or agent must tell you if they 
are aware of any of the following facts. If the 
property:  

•  has been subject to flooding from a natural 
weather event or bushfire in the last 5 years

•  has significant health or safety risks (unless 
obvious to a reasonable person when the 
property is inspected)

•  has been the scene of a serious violent crime 
(e.g. murder or aggravated assault) in the last 
5 years

•  is listed on the loose-fill asbestos insulation 
register 

•  has been used to manufacture or cultivate a 
prohibited drug or prohibited plant in the last 
2 years

•  is part of a building where a fire safety or 
building product rectification order (or a 
notice of intention to issue one of these 
orders) has been issued regarding external 
combustible cladding 

•  is part of a building where a development or 
complying development certificate application 
for rectification has been lodged regarding 
external combustible cladding

•  is in a strata scheme where scheduled 
rectification work or major repairs will be 
carried out to common property during the 
fixed term of the agreement

•  is affected by zoning or laws that will not 
allow you to obtain a parking permit, and only 
paid parking is available in the area

•  is provided with any council waste services 
that are different to other properties in the 
council area

•  has a driveway or walkway that others can 
legally use. 

March 2020

Landlords or agents must give all tenants a 
copy of this Tenant information statement 
before signing a residential tenancy agreement. 

Starting a tenancy
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Penalties apply to landlords or agents if any of the 
above is not done. 

What you must be given before you sign an 
agreement

Before you sign an agreement or move into the 
property, the landlord or agent must give you:

• a copy of this Tenant information statement

•  a copy of the proposed tenancy agreement, 
filled out in the spaces provided 

•  2 hard copies, or 1 electronic copy, of the 
condition report for the property completed by 
the landlord or agent 

•  a copy of the by-laws, if the property is in a 
strata scheme.

What you must be given at the time you sign 
an agreement

At the time you sign the agreement, the landlord 
or agent must give you:

• for any swimming or spa pools on the property, 
a valid certificate of compliance or occupation 
certificate (issued within the last 3 years). This 
does not apply if you are renting a property in 
a strata or community scheme that has more 
than 2 lots. 

Before or at the start of the tenancy

The landlord or agent must give you:

• a copy of the key (or other opening device 
or information) to open any lock or security 
device for the rented property or common 
property, at no cost to you or any tenant 
named in the agreement.

The property must be fit to live in

The property must be reasonably clean, fit to live 
in and in a reasonable state of repair. 

To be fit to live in, the property must (at a 
minimum):

1. be structurally sound

2.  have adequate natural or artificial lighting in 
each room, except storage rooms or garages

3. have adequate ventilation

4.  be supplied with electricity or gas, and have 
enough electricity or gas sockets for lighting, 
heating and other appliances

5. have adequate plumbing and drainage

6.  have a water connection that can supply hot 
and cold water for drinking, washing and 
cleaning

7.  have bathroom facilities, including toilet and 
washing facilities, that allow users’ privacy.

The property could have other issues that may 
make it unfit for you to live in, even if it meets the 

above 7 minimum standards. Before you rent the 
property, you should tell the landlord or agent to 
take steps (such as make repairs) to make sure the 
property is fit to live in.  

Residential tenancy agreement   

The tenancy agreement is a legal agreement. It 
must include certain standard terms that cannot 
be changed or deleted. It may also include 
additional terms. Verbal agreements are still 
binding on you and the landlord. 

Condition report  

You should have already received a copy of the 
condition report, completed by the landlord or 
agent, before you signed the agreement. This is an 
important piece of evidence and you should take 
the time to check the condition of the property at 
the start of the tenancy. If you do not complete 
the report accurately, money could be taken out of 
your bond (after you move out) to pay for damage 
that was already there when you moved in. 

You must complete and give a copy of the 
condition report to your landlord or agent within 7 
days after moving into the property. You must also 
keep a copy of the completed report.  

Rent, receipts and records  

Rent is a regular payment you make to the landlord 
to be able to live in the property. You cannot be 
asked to pay more than 2 weeks’ rent in advance. 
Your landlord or agent cannot demand more rent 
until it is due. 

Your landlord or agent can serve you with 14 days’ 
termination notice if you are more than 14 days 
behind with the rent. 

Your landlord or agent must:

•  give you rent receipts (unless rent is paid into a 
nominated bank account)

• keep a record of rent you pay 

•  provide you with a copy of the rent record 
within 7 days of your written request for it. 

Rental bonds 

The bond is money you may have to pay at the 
start of the tenancy as security. It must be in 
the form of money and not as a guarantee. Your 
landlord or agent can only ask for 1 bond for a 
tenancy agreement. The bond payable cannot be 
more than 4 weeks rent. If the landlord agrees, you 
can pay the bond in instalments. 

Your landlord or agent cannot make you pay a 
bond before the tenancy agreement is signed. If 
you pay the bond directly to Fair Trading using 
Rental Bonds Online (RBO) the landlord or agent 
will receive confirmation of this before they finalise 
the tenancy agreement. 
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Your landlord or agent must give you the option 
to use RBO to pay your bond. You can use RBO to 
securely pay your bond direct to NSW Fair Trading 
using a credit card or BPAY, without the need to 
fill out and sign a bond lodgement form. Once 
registered, you can continue to use your RBO 
account for future tenancies.

If you decide not to use RBO, you can ask your 
agent or landlord for a paper bond lodgement 
form for you to sign, so that it can be lodged with 
Fair Trading. The landlord must deposit any bond 
you pay them with Fair Trading within 10 working 
days. If the bond is paid to the agent, the agent 
must deposit the bond with Fair Trading within 10 
working days after the end of the month in which 
the bond was paid.  

Discrimination when applying for rental 
property    

It is against the law for a landlord or agent to 
discriminate on the grounds of your race, age, 
disability, gender, sexual orientation, marital status 
or pregnancy. 

If you feel that a landlord or agent has declined 
your tenancy application or has treated you less 
favourably because of the above, you can contact 
the NSW Anti-Discrimination Board on  
1800 670 812 or the Australian Human Rights 
Commission on 1300 656 419. 

It is not against the law if a landlord or agent 
chooses not to have a tenant who smokes, or has a 
poor tenancy history or issues with rent payments.

Communicating with your landlord or agent 

Your landlord must provide you with their name 
and a way for you to contact them directly, even if 
your landlord has an agent. 

This information must be given to you in writing 
before or when you sign the tenancy agreement, 
or it can be included in the agreement you sign. 
Your landlord must also let you know, in writing, 
within 14 days of any changes to their details. 

Some formal communication between you and the 
landlord or agent must be in writing to be valid, for 
example, termination notices. You can use email to 
serve notices or other documents but only if the 
landlord or agent has given you permission to use 
their nominated email address for this purpose.

During the tenancy
Can rent be increased during the tenancy?

For a fixed-term of less than 2 years, rent can 
only be increased during the fixed-term if the 
agreement sets out the increased amount or how 
the increase will be calculated. No written notice of 
the increase is required.  

For a fixed-term of 2 years or more, or for a 
periodic agreement (i.e. where the fixed-term has 
expired or no fixed-term is specified), the rent can 
only be increased once in a 12-month period. You 
must get at least 60 days written notice. 

Paying for electricity, gas and water usage 

You may have to pay the cost for certain utilities as 
set out in the agreement. For example, you will pay 
for all: 

•  electricity, non-bottled gas or oil supply charges 
if the property is separately metered. Some 
exceptions apply for electricity or gas 

•  charges for the supply of bottled gas during the 
tenancy.  

There are limits on when you need to pay for water 
usage charges. You can only be asked to pay for 
water usage if the property is separately metered 
(or water is delivered by vehicle) and meets the 
following water efficiency measures:

•  all showerheads have a maximum flow rate of 9 
litres per minute

•  all internal cold-water taps and single mixer taps 
for kitchen sinks or bathroom hand basins have 
a maximum flow rate of 9 litres per minute

•  any leaking taps or toilets on the property 
are fixed at the start of the agreement and 
whenever other water efficiency measures are 
installed, repaired or upgraded

•  from 23 March 2025, toilets are dual flush and 
have a minimum 3-star WELS rating.

Repairs and maintenance  

The property must always be fit for you to live 
in. The landlord is responsible for any repairs or 
maintenance, so the property is in a reasonable 
state of repair. They must also ensure the property 
meets health and safety laws. 

You are responsible for looking after the property 
and keeping it clean and undamaged. If the 
property includes a yard, lawns and gardens, you 
must also keep these areas neat and tidy. 

You need to tell your landlord or the agent of any 
necessary repairs or damage as soon as possible. 
They are responsible for arranging and paying for 
the repair costs unless you caused or allowed the 
damage. You are not responsible for any damage 
caused by a perpetrator of domestic violence 
during a domestic violence offence. 

If the repair is an urgent repair e.g. where there is 
a burst water service, a blocked or broken toilet, a 
gas leak or dangerous electrical fault, your landlord 
or agent should organise these repairs as soon as 
reasonably possible, after being notified. If they do 
not respond to an urgent repair, you may be able 
to organise the work yourself and be reimbursed 
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a maximum amount of $1,000 within 14 days from 
requesting payment in writing. A list of urgent 
repairs is available on the Fair Trading website. 

You can apply to Fair Trading for a rectification 
order if your landlord refuses or does not provide 
and maintain the property in a reasonable state 
of repair. Similarly, your landlord can apply to Fair 
Trading for a rectification order if you refuse or do 
not repair damage you have caused or allowed. You 
can also apply to the NSW Civil and Administrative 
Tribunal (the Tribunal) if your landlord does not 
carry out repairs.

Smoke alarms must be working  

Landlords must ensure that smoke alarms are 
installed on all levels of the property. Your landlord 
must maintain the smoke alarms in your property 
to ensure they are working. 

You should notify your landlord or agent if a 
smoke alarm is not working. They are responsible 
for repairing (including replacing a battery) or 
replacing a smoke alarm within 2 business days 
after they become aware that it is not working. 

You can choose to replace a removable battery if it 
needs replacing, but you must notify the landlord if 
and when you do this. You are not responsible for 
maintaining, repairing or replacing a smoke alarm. 
However, there are some circumstances where you can 
arrange for a smoke alarm to be repaired or replaced.

Privacy and access 

You have the right to reasonable peace, comfort 
and privacy when renting. Tenancy laws restrict 
when and how often your landlord, agent or other 
authorised person can enter the property during 
the tenancy. Your landlord, agent or authorised 
person can enter the property without your 
consent in certain circumstances if proper notice (if 
applicable) is provided. 

For example:

• in an emergency, no notice is necessary  

• if the Tribunal orders that access is allowed 

•  to carry out, or assess the need for, necessary 
repairs or maintenance of the property, if you 
have been given at least 2 days’ notice 

•  to carry out urgent repairs, no notice is necessary

•  to carry out repairs or replacement of a smoke 
alarm, if you have been given at least 1 hours’ 
notice

•  to inspect or assess the need for repair or 
replacement of a smoke alarm, if you have been 
given at least 2 business days’ notice

•  to carry out a general inspection of the property 
if you have been given at least 7 days’ written 
notice (no more than 4 inspections during a 
12-month period). 

How to make ‘minor’ changes to the property  

You can only make minor changes to the property 
with your landlord’s written consent, or if the 
agreement allows it. Your landlord can only refuse 
your request if it is reasonable to do so e.g. if the 
work involves structural changes or is inconsistent 
with the nature of the property. 

There are certain types of ‘minor’ changes where it 
would be unreasonable for your landlord to refuse 
consent. For example:

•  secure furniture to a non-tiled wall for safety 
reasons

•  fit a childproof latch to an outdoor gate in a single 
dwelling

• insert fly screens on windows

•  install or replace internal window covering  
(e.g. curtains)

•  install cleats or cord guides to secure blind or 
curtain cords

• install child safety gates inside the property 

•  install window safety devices for child safety 
(non-strata only)

•  install hand-held shower heads or lever-style taps 
to assist elderly or disabled occupants 

•  install or replace hooks, nails or screws for 
hanging pictures etc.

• install a phone line or internet connection 

•  plant vegetables, flowers, herbs or shrubs in the 
garden 

•  install wireless removable outdoor security camera

•  apply shatter-resistant film to window or glass 
doors

•  make changes that don’t penetrate a surface, or 
permanently modify a surface, fixture or structure 
of the property. 

Some exceptions apply. The landlord can also 
require that certain minor changes be carried out by 
a qualified person. 

You will be responsible for paying for the changes 
and for any damage you cause to the property. 
Certain rules apply for removing any modifications 
at the end of the tenancy.

Your rights in circumstances of domestic 
violence

Every person has the right to feel safe and live free 
from domestic violence. If you or your dependent 
child are experiencing domestic violence in a rental 
property, there are options available to you to 
improve your safety. 

If you or your dependent child need to escape 
violence, you can end your tenancy immediately, 

4
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without penalty. To do this you must give your 
landlord a termination notice with the relevant 
evidence and give a termination notice to any co-
tenants.

Or, if you wish to stay in your home, you can apply 
to the Tribunal for an order to end the tenancy of 
the perpetrator (if they are another co-tenant).

A tenant or any innocent co-tenant is not liable 
for property damage caused by the perpetrator of 
violence during a domestic violence offence. 

Ending the tenancy
Termination notice must be given 

A tenancy agreement is a legally binding agreement 
that can only be ended in certain ways. A tenancy 
will usually be ended by you or your landlord giving 
notice to the other party and you vacating on or by 
the date specified in the notice.

To end a tenancy, you need to give the landlord 
or agent a written termination notice with the 
applicable notice period. In some cases, you can 
apply directly to the Tribunal for a termination 
order without issuing a termination notice (for 
example if you are experiencing hardship). 

If you do not leave by the date specified in the 
termination notice, the landlord or agent can apply 
to the Tribunal for termination and possession 
orders. If you do not comply with the Tribunal 
order, only a Sheriff’s Officer can legally remove 
you from the property under a warrant for 
possession. 

You cannot be locked out of your home under 
any circumstances unless a Sheriff’s Officer is 
enforcing a warrant for possession issued by the 
Tribunal or a court.  

Break fee for ending a fixed term agreement 
early 

If you end a fixed term agreement early that is for 
3 years or less, mandatory break fees may apply 
based on the stage of the agreement. If it applies, 
the set fee payable will be:

•  4 weeks rent if less than 25% of the lease 
had expired

•  3 weeks rent if 25% or more but less than  
50% of the lease had expired

•  2 weeks rent if 50% or more but less than  
75% of the lease had expired

•  1 week’s rent if 75% or more of the lease  
had expired.

The break fee does not apply if you end the 
agreement early for a reason allowed under the Act.

Getting the rental bond returned

You should receive the bond in full at the end of the 
tenancy unless there is a reason for the landlord to 
make a claim against the bond. For example if:

•  rent or other charges (e.g. unpaid water usage 
bills, break fee) are owing

•  copies of the keys were not given back and the 
locks needed to be changed

•  you caused damage or did not leave the 
property in a reasonably clean condition 
compared to the original condition report, apart 
from ‘fair wear and tear’. 

You are not liable for fair wear and tear to the 
property that occurs over time with the use of 
the property, even when the property receives 
reasonable care and maintenance. 

Checklist 
You should only sign the agreement when you can 
answer Yes to the following.

The tenancy agreement

  I have read the agreement and asked questions if 
there were things I did not understand.

  I understand the fixed-term of the agreement is 
negotiated before I sign, which means it can be 
for 6 months, 12 months, or some other period.

  I understand that I must be offered at least one 
way to pay the rent that does not involve paying 
a fee to a third party.

  I understand that any additional terms to the 
agreement can be negotiated before I sign.

  I have checked that all additional terms to 
the agreement are allowed. For example, the 
agreement does not include a term requiring me 
to have the carpet professionally cleaned when I 
leave, unless it is required because the landlord 
has allowed me to keep a pet on the property. 

Promised repairs

For any promises the landlord or agent makes 
to fix anything (e.g. replace the oven, etc.) or 
do other work (e.g. paint a room, clean up the 
backyard, etc.):

  I have made sure these have already been done

or

  I have an undertaking in writing (before signing 
the agreement) that they will be done.

5
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without penalty. To do this you must give your 
landlord a termination notice with the relevant 
evidence and give a termination notice to any co-
tenants.

Or, if you wish to stay in your home, you can apply 
to the Tribunal for an order to end the tenancy of 
the perpetrator (if they are another co-tenant).

A tenant or any innocent co-tenant is not liable 
for property damage caused by the perpetrator of 
violence during a domestic violence offence. 

Ending the tenancy
Termination notice must be given 

A tenancy agreement is a legally binding agreement 
that can only be ended in certain ways. A tenancy 
will usually be ended by you or your landlord giving 
notice to the other party and you vacating on or by 
the date specified in the notice.

To end a tenancy, you need to give the landlord 
or agent a written termination notice with the 
applicable notice period. In some cases, you can 
apply directly to the Tribunal for a termination 
order without issuing a termination notice (for 
example if you are experiencing hardship). 

If you do not leave by the date specified in the 
termination notice, the landlord or agent can apply 
to the Tribunal for termination and possession 
orders. If you do not comply with the Tribunal 
order, only a Sheriff’s Officer can legally remove 
you from the property under a warrant for 
possession. 

You cannot be locked out of your home under 
any circumstances unless a Sheriff’s Officer is 
enforcing a warrant for possession issued by the 
Tribunal or a court.  

Break fee for ending a fixed term agreement 
early 

If you end a fixed term agreement early that is for 
3 years or less, mandatory break fees may apply 
based on the stage of the agreement. If it applies, 
the set fee payable will be:

•  4 weeks rent if less than 25% of the lease 
had expired

•  3 weeks rent if 25% or more but less than  
50% of the lease had expired

•  2 weeks rent if 50% or more but less than  
75% of the lease had expired

•  1 week’s rent if 75% or more of the lease  
had expired.

The break fee does not apply if you end the 
agreement early for a reason allowed under the Act.

Getting the rental bond returned

You should receive the bond in full at the end of the 
tenancy unless there is a reason for the landlord to 
make a claim against the bond. For example if:

•  rent or other charges (e.g. unpaid water usage 
bills, break fee) are owing

•  copies of the keys were not given back and the 
locks needed to be changed

•  you caused damage or did not leave the 
property in a reasonably clean condition 
compared to the original condition report, apart 
from ‘fair wear and tear’. 

You are not liable for fair wear and tear to the 
property that occurs over time with the use of 
the property, even when the property receives 
reasonable care and maintenance. 

Checklist 
You should only sign the agreement when you can 
answer Yes to the following.

The tenancy agreement

  I have read the agreement and asked questions if 
there were things I did not understand.

  I understand the fixed-term of the agreement is 
negotiated before I sign, which means it can be 
for 6 months, 12 months, or some other period.

  I understand that I must be offered at least one 
way to pay the rent that does not involve paying 
a fee to a third party.

  I understand that any additional terms to the 
agreement can be negotiated before I sign.

  I have checked that all additional terms to 
the agreement are allowed. For example, the 
agreement does not include a term requiring me 
to have the carpet professionally cleaned when I 
leave, unless it is required because the landlord 
has allowed me to keep a pet on the property. 

Promised repairs

For any promises the landlord or agent makes 
to fix anything (e.g. replace the oven, etc.) or 
do other work (e.g. paint a room, clean up the 
backyard, etc.):

  I have made sure these have already been done

or

  I have an undertaking in writing (before signing 
the agreement) that they will be done.
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Upfront costs

  I am not required to pay:

 - more than 2 weeks rent in advance

 - more than 4 weeks rent as a rental bond. 

  I am not being charged for:

 - the cost of preparing the tenancy agreement 

 -  the initial supply of keys and other opening 
devices to each tenant named in the agreement

 - being allowed to keep a pet on the property.

Top tips for problem-free renting

Some useful tips to help avoid problems when 
renting:

•  Keep a copy of your agreement, condition 
report, rent receipts, Rental Bond Number and 
copies of letters/emails you send or receive in a 
safe place where you can easily find them later. 

•  Photos are a great way to record the condition 
of the property when you first move in. 
Take date-stamped photos of the property, 
especially areas that are damaged or unclean. 
Keep these photos in case the landlord objects 
to returning your bond at the end of your 
tenancy. 

•  Comply with the terms of your agreement and 
never stop paying your rent, even if you don’t 
think the landlord is complying with their side 
of the agreement (e.g. by failing to do repairs). 
You could end up being evicted if you do.

•  Never make any changes to the property, or 
let other people move in without asking the 
landlord or agent for permission first. 

•  Keep a written record of your dealings with 
the landlord or agent (for example by keeping 
copies of emails or a diary record of your 
conversations, including the times and dates, 
who you spoke to and what they agreed to do). 
It is helpful to have any agreements in writing, 
for example requests for repairs. This is a useful 
record and can also assist if there is a dispute.

© State of New South Wales (NSW Fair Trading), 2020
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence.  

For information: fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/copyright
This publication must not be relied on as legal advice.  

For more information about this topic,  
refer to the appropriate legislation.

fairtrading.nsw.gov.au   13 32 20 
Language assistance 13 14 50  

(ask for an interpreter in your language)

•  Consider taking out home contents insurance 
to cover your belongings in case of theft, 
fires and natural disasters. The landlord’s 
building insurance, if they have it, will not cover 
your belongings.

•  If the property has a pool or garden, be clear 
about what the landlord or agent expects you to 
do to maintain them.

•  Be careful with what you sign relating to your 
tenancy and do not let anybody rush you. Never 
sign a blank form, such as a ‘Claim for refund of 
bond’ form. 

•  If you are happy in the property and your 
agreement is going to end, consider asking for 
the agreement to be renewed for another fixed-
term. This will remove any worry about being 
unexpectedly asked to leave and can help to 
lock in the rent for the next period. 

More information
Visit the Fair Trading website or call 13 32 20 for 
more information about your renting rights and 
responsibilities. The NSW Government funds a 
range of community-based Tenants Advice and 
Advocacy Services across NSW to provide advice, 
information and advocacy to tenants. Visit the 
Tenants’ Union website at tenants.org.au 

6
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HOMES NORTH
PRIVACY STATEMENT 

At Homes North Community Housing we respect 
your privacy and have developed our privacy 
policy in line with the Privacy Act 1988 (NSW), 
the 13 Australian Privacy Principles established 
under the Federal Privacy Law for private 
sector businesses and the Health Records and 
Information Privacy Act 2002 (NSW).

The personal information we collect about you 
includes your name, address, email address, 
telephone number, income details, next-of-kin 
and in some cases housing related medical 
information. We use this information to assess 
eligibility and provide services to you. If this 
information is not provided, we may not be able 
to supply you with the services you need or 
request.

How we collect personal information will largely 
be dependent upon whose information we are
collecting. If it is reasonable and practical to do 
so, we collect personal information directly from 
you.

Where possible we have attempted to 
standardise the collection of personal 
information by using specifically designed forms 
(for example, Application Form or a Medical 
Assessment Form). However, given the
nature of our operations, we often also receive 

personal information by email, letters, notes, 
over the telephone, in face to face meetings and 
through financial transactions.

We may also collect personal information from 
other people (for example referring agencies, 
service providers including health service 
providers and partner agencies) or independent 
sources (for example a telephone directory), 
however, we will only do so where it is not 
reasonable and practical to collect the
information from you directly.

In order to provide you with a service we may 
need to disclose your personal information to 
our service providers, agents, contractors and 
business partners from time to time. We will only 
disclose the information that is necessary for a 
service to be provided to you.

We take reasonable steps to ensure the personal 
information we collect about you is complete, 
up-to-date, stored in a secure environment and is 
not available to anyone without authority.

Homes North will take appropriate prompt action 
if we have reasonable grounds to believe that a 
data breach may have or is suspected to have 
occurred. This action may include a review of 
internal security procedures, taking remedial 
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internal action, notifying affected individuals 
and the Office of the Australian Information 
Commissioner (OAIC).

You may request access to the personal 
information we hold about you. There may be 
reasons under the Privacy law why access is 
denied, in which case we will let you know the 
reason why.

CONTACT US

Please contact our Privacy Officer if you wish to 
access your personal information, if you would 
like more details about how we handle your 
personal information or if you wish to make a 
complaint about how we have handled your 
personal information.

Homes North Privacy Officer
PO Box 1146
Armidale NSW 2350
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HOMES NORTH
RESIDENTIAL ENAGAGEMENT GROUPS

RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT GROUPS

At Homes North, we want our residents to feel 
happy, connected, safe and included and there 
are a number of ways to do this. One is through 
resident groups where residents can contribute 
to their communities or become involved in a 
range of activities.

The Resident Engagement Groups are an 
opportunity for residents to influence and guide 
the way in which services are delivered to all our 
residents.

They are co-ordinated by our Resident 
Engagement Officers (REOs).

WHO CAN JOIN A RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT
GROUP?

The Resident Engagement Group is
open to all Homes North residents
during their time with us.

WHAT DO THE RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT 
GROUPS DO?

The role of the groups are to:

• be a place for resident members to raise 
broad issues in relation to housing policy, 

operations and service delivery
• develop opportunities and activities for 

residents
• organise social or other activities for the 

benefit of Homes North residents
• encourage residents to become more 

involved in their communities
• share information about projects and learn 

from other residents, and
• report on the business of the Resident 

Engagement Group in the tenant newsletter 
and through other relevant communication 
channels to Homes North residents.

REO's are a face 
of Homes North 
that bring with 
them a personal 
and caring touch 
that doesn't 
always involve 
business.”

– Homes North resident
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WHAT ACTIVITIES DO THE GROUPS ORGANISE?

Coordinated activities have been restricted due 
to COVID-19.  In recent months, regulations 
around gatherings have relaxed and we are able 
to offer groups activities again. We have listed 
a number of activities below. If you would like 
to suggest an activity please contact the REO in 
your area.

• Community gardens
• Neighbourhood meetings
• Knitting circles
• Arts and craft days
• Cooking classes
• Employment pathway courses
• Reconciliation Week and NAIDOC Week 

activities
• Christmas celebrations

YOUR VOICE IS IMPORTANT TO US

By getting involved with one of our Resident 
Engagement Groups you have the opportunity to 
regularly meet with other tenants to plan tenant 
activities, discuss various topics and provide 
important feedback to us.

HOW CAN I JOIN A RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT 
GROUP?

To find out more about Homes North's Resident 
Engagement Group activities and to get involved 
please contact our Resident Engagement 
Officers.

Byron Norman
Resident Engagement Officer – Tablelands
byronn@homesnorth.org.au
0428 779 327

Joy Wilson
Resident Engagement Officer – Gunnedah & Moree
joyw@homesnorth.org.au
0448 825 953
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HOMES NORTH
TENANT FACT SHEETS & TIP SHEETS

We have developed a series of Factsheets 
that explains many of the things you might 
want to know as a new tenant with Homes 
North.

The fact sheets provide useful information 
on a range of tenant related matters.

We trust you will find these Factsheets 
helpful and your tenancy with Homes North 
enjoyable.

Homes North fact sheets can be 
downloaded from our website at https://
homesnorth.org/tenancy-factsheets/.

LIST OF FACT SHEETS

Homes North complies with relevant 
legislative and regulatory requirements. 
Our Fact Sheets undergo continual 
development and review.

1. Absence from Property (page 20)

2. Antisocial Behaviour (page 22)

3. Appeals (page 24)

4. Caring for your Pets (page 26)

5. Caring for your Kitten (page 28)

6. Caring for your Puppy (page 30)

7. Complaints (page 34)

8. Coping with Humidity & Condensation
 (page 36)

9. Domestic & Family Violence (page 38)

10. End of Tenancy Responsibilities
(page 42)

11. Financial Responsibilities (page 46)

12. How To Stop Mould (page 50)

13. Living in your Property (page 52)

14. Never Use Outdoor Heating Inside
(page 56)

15. Pee, Poo & (Toilet) Paper (page 58)

16. Property Inspections (page 60)
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17. Rent Explained (page 64)

18. Rent Reviews Explained (page 66)

19. Repairs and Maintenance (page 68)

20. Safety and Security (page 72)

21. Start Work Bonus (page 76)

22. Tenancy Transfer (page 78)

23. Timeframe for Repairs (page 80)

24. Visitors & Additional Occupants
(page 82)

25. Water Charges (page 84)

LIST OF TIP SHEETS

We also have some tip sheets that offer 
suggestions to make your time with Homes 
North comfortable and trouble free.

Homes North tip sheets can be downloaded 
from our website at https://homesnorth.org/
tenancy-factsheets/.

1. Being a Good Neighbour (page 54)

2. Maintaining your Property (page 70)

3. Money Management (page 48)

4. Pet Of The Month Award (page 32)

5. Safety and Security (page 74)

6. Vacating your Property (page 44)

7. Water Saving (page 86)

8. What happens at an Inspection
(page 62)
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Fact Sheet
ABSENCE FROM PROPERTY

ARE YOU PLANNING TO BE ABSENT FROM 
YOUR HOME?

Homes North expects tenants to personally 
occupy the premises, however we understand 
there may be reasons for being absent from your 
home from time to time.

Should this occur there are conditions around 
absences from your property that you should 
know.

ACCEPTABLE REASONS FOR YOUR ABSENCE

• Caring for sick or elderly family members
• Hospitalisation, institutional care, nursing 

home care or rehabilitation

• Escaping domestic violence, harassment or 
threats of violence

• Assisting with immigration matters in your 
country of origin

• Holidays
• Reasons affecting your employment, 

education or training
• Being incarcerated (in prison)

ACCEPTABLE PERIODS OF ABSENCE

• An acceptable absence period from your 
property is up to three months. For absences 
of six weeks or longer you are required to 
obtain written approval from Homes North.

• You cannot be absent for longer than 12 
months (in total) over a five-year period.
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It is advisable to let your Housing Officer know if 
you will be absent from the property, even if for 
only a short period of 1 – 2 weeks.

HOW TO APPLY FOR AN ABSENCE FROM 
PROPERTY (6 WEEKS OR LONGER)

• Complete the Absence from Property 
Application form, available on the Homes 
North website, your local office or by email 
request.

• Obtain written approval from Homes North to 
be away from the property for more than six 
weeks before leaving the property.

AS A TENANT YOU MUST

• Inform Homes North that the property will be 
properly maintained in your absence, mail is 
collected, the garden is maintained and so 
on.

• Make arrangements for current rent and 
non-rent accounts to be paid and for rent and 
water charges to continue to be paid during 
the absence.

• Provide documentation to support your 
absence, for example, passport, airline 
tickets showing the date of return, letter from 
respite services, notice of incarceration, and 
a contact address for both the tenant and if 
relevant, your agent.

• Obtain approval if other people will be 
staying in the home while you are away. Only 
people who are registered on the tenant 
agreement are allowed to occupy your home 
while you are absent.

• Nominate a person over the age of 18 years 
to act on your behalf while you are away

FAILING TO UPDATE HOMES NORTH OF YOUR 
ABSENCE

If a tenant is absent without approval, or has 
stayed away for longer than the time approved, 
Homes North may:

• Charge market rent from the time the tenant’s 
absence is discovered.

• Apply to the NSW Civil & Administrative 
Tribunal (NCAT) to terminate the tenancy.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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Fact Sheet
ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

As a landlord, Homes North is responsible for 
ensuring our tenants and their neighbours feel 
safe and can live undisturbed.

WHY IS CALLING OUT AND PREVENTING 
ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR IMPORTANT?

We want your tenancy to be successful so we 
will always act when anti-social behaviour is 
reported to us. It’s the law!

WHAT IS ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR?

Antisocial Behaviour may unreasonably disturb 
the peace, comfort, privacy or safety of other 
tenants or neighbours, or any other person living 
in the vicinity of the premises.

It is behaviour that breaches the provisions of 
the Residential Tenancies Act 2010. This may 
include violence, harassment, criminal and illegal 
activities by tenants, other household occupants 
and visitors that cause deliberate or reckless 
damage to a Homes North property, or place the 
safety of others at risk.

TYPES OF ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

Antisocial behaviour can be defined as 
'significant antisocial behaviour', serious 
antisocial behaviour' or 'severe illegal antisocial 

behaviour'. These three definitions are explained 
further in the dot points below:

• Significant antisocial behaviour involves 
activities which disturbs the peace, comfort 
or privacy of other tenants or neighbours.

• Serious antisocial behaviour involves 
activities that severely disturb neighbours; 
place the safety or security of a tenant, other 
household members, neighbours or Homes 
North staff at risk; or cause damage to a 
Homes North property.

• Severe illegal behaviour which poses a risk to 
the safety or security of residents or property 
and may result in criminal charges and/or 
conviction; or significant damage to a Homes 
North property.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A COMPLAINT IS 
RECEIVED?

• If Homes North receives a complaint relating 
to antisocial behaviour, Homes North will 
investigate the matter.

• Homes North may contact the complainant 
to gather evidence of the claims being made 
and may speak with other witnesses and 
agencies, including NSW Police.

• The tenant accused of the antisocial 
behaviour will be provided the opportunity to 
reply to the allegations made against them 
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and Homes North will determine whether or 
not the complaint is substantiated, based on 
the investigation and evidence provided.

Homes North will then respond to both the 
complainant and the accused tenant notifying 
them of the action Homes North has taken.

In all instances, Homes North will work to ensure 
that mitigating factors, such as mental health and 
domestic and family violence or any other social 
factors are considered in dealing with antisocial 
behaviour.

TYPES OF ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

THROWING OBJECTS & ASSAULT

VERBAL ABUSESMOKINGLOUD MUSIC

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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APPEALS

If tenants and applicants are not satisfied with 
Homes North’s decisions about something that 
affects their tenancy, they have the right to make 
an appeal. An appeal is a formal review process 
that checks if Homes North’s decision was right 
or wrong.

HOMES NORTH WILL LISTEN TO YOUR 
CONCERNS

If you think we have made the wrong decision, 
you should first talk to the Homes North staff 
member who made the decision. You may also 
talk to an alternative staff member who will listen 
to your concerns.

If you are still not comfortable or satisfied with 
the decision, you can lodge an Appeals form to 
have the decision further reviewed.

HOMES NORTH CANNOT REVIEW SOME 
DECISIONS

Some decisions cannot be reviewed or appealed, 
for example; repairs, maintenance and lease 
issues, where an order has been made under the 
NSW Civil & Administrative Tribunal (NCAT). For 
more advice please contact Homes North.

HOW TO LODGE AN APPEAL

• You have three (3) months from the date of 
the original decision to ask for a review and 
to put in an appeal.

• Fill out the relevant Appeal form found on our 
website (homesnorth.org) or at any Homes 
North office.

HOMES NORTH STAFF MEMBERS CAN HELP TO WRITE THE 
APPEAL ON YOUR BEHALF. COME IN A VISIT WITH US IF YOU 
NEED HELP.
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• Ask for help if you cannot fill out the form, 
such as; a relative, friend or community 
worker to fill out the form on your behalf.

• Homes North staff members can also help to 
write the appeal on your behalf.

• Talk to Homes North staff if you need 
someone to explain what extra information 
you may need to attach.

AFTER YOU LODGE AN APPEAL, HOMES NORTH 
NEEDS TIME TO REVIEW YOUR APPEAL

From the time we receive your written appeal, 
a Homes North staff member - who was not 
involved in making the original decision – will 
review your appeal. It usually takes 20 working 
days to be completed. If we need further 
information from you or another party it may 
take longer. After we have completed the review, 
we will send you a letter informing you of our 
decision and the reasons.

TENANTS HAVE THE OPTION TO GO TO THE 
HOUSING APPEALS COMMITTEE

If you believe our decision about your appeal 
is still not right, you can ask for another review 
from the Housing Appeals Committee. This is an 
independent agency that reviews decisions of 
community housing providers and Housing NSW.

NEED HELP LODGING AN APPEAL?  THE 
FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS MAY BE ABLE TO 
HELP YOU

New England & Western Tenants Advice & 
Advisory Service (NEWTAAS) 1800 836 268

Northern NSW Aboriginal Tenants Advice & 
Advisory Service (NATAAS) 1800 248 913

Housing Appeals Committee 1800 629 794

NSW Ombudsman www.ombo.nsw.gov.au

Community Justice Centres 1800 990 777

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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Fact Sheet
CARING FOR YOUR PETS

Pets are great company, 
especially when we're unwell 
or feeling down. To help 
you care for your pets and 
understand their needs, 
we've put together some 
information.

CARING FOR YOUR PET DOG

Housing your dog
Dogs need a weatherproof 
kennel. It should be kept 
clean and dry with washable 
rugs or blankets for comfort 
and warmth. A weatherproof 
kennel protects your dog from 
wind, rain, the sun, and hot 
and cold temperatures.

Feeding your dog
In general, dogs should be 
fed twice a day. Breed, age, 
size, and energy level all factor 
into how often dogs should 
eat and how much. Fresh dog 
food is an increasingly popular 
alternative to store bought 
dry kibble and/or wet canned 
food. However, dry kibble 
and/or wet canned food is a 

nourishing diet for your dog. 
Always make sure your dog 
has an adequate supply of 
fresh water.

Exercising and training your 
dog
Dogs need regular exercise.  
Walk them at least once a 
day or let them run in an off-
leash dog park. Use positive 
reinforcement and rewards, 
like pats and dog treats, 
to train your dog. Do NOT 
physically punish your dog, 
hitting or beating your dog can 
increase stress, lower your 
dog's quality of life, and may 
increase aggression.

Health tips for your dog
Your dog needs annual 
vaccinations and general 
health checks. Your vet can 
also advise you about flea, 
tick and worm prevention. 
To prevent unplanned or 
unwanted puppies desex your 
dog as soon as possible. The 
Animal Welfare League NSW 
may be able to help out with 

some of the cost of desexing 
your dog, contact your nearest 
volunteer branch.

CARING FOR YOUR PET CAT

Housing your cat
Most cats are happy indoors 
however if you do allow your 
cat outdoors, bring them 
inside at night to protect 
wildlife. Cats are playful so 
provide your cat with toys to 
chase, boxes/bags to hide in, a 
sunny spot to sleep in, places 
to climb and a scratching post. 
Your cat will also need access 
to a litter tray which needs to 
be cleaned regularly and kept 
in the same spot away from 
their food and water.

Feeding your cat
In general, cats should be 
fed twice a day. There are 
many quality commercial 
foods available at your 
local supermarket. Always 
make sure your cat has an 
adequate supply of fresh 
water.



NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

NEED HELP WITH PET DESEXING?
Contact the Animal Welfare League NSW
https://www.awlnsw.com.au/find-us/.
IF YOU NOTICE ANIMAL CRUELTY
Please contact Homes North immediately.

Health tips for your cat
Your cat needs annual vaccinations and 
general health checks. To prevent unplanned 
or unwanted kittens desex your cat as soon 
as possible. The Animal Welfare League NSW 
may be able to help out with some of the cost 
of desexing your cat, contact your nearest 
volunteer branch.

CARING FOR YOUR PET BIRD

Birds need to be able to spread their wings, so 
check you have the correct size cage for your 
bird. The cage should be stainless steel and 
cleaned every few days. Use natural perches 
and position cage out of direct sunlight, rain 
and wind. Feed your bird diet of natural and 
commercial food. Check what is right for your 
bird at https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-
do/care-for-animals/birds/.

CARING FOR POCKET PETS

If you have a pet other than a dog, cat or bird,
such as guinea pigs, rabbits or ferrets visit the 
RSPCA website for some tips on caring for your 
pocket pet.

https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/
carefor-animals/pocket-pets/ for some tips on 
caring for your pocket pet.

HOMES NORTH PET AGREEMENT

If you have a pet, you need to let Homes North 
know in writing and sign a Homes North Pet 
Agreement. Homes North knows how important 
your pet is to you, and like you, we want to make 
sure they are well cared for. The Pet Agreement 
acknowledges you have a pet, you agree to look 
after your home and the pet appropriately, and 
if there is an emergency, Homes North is aware 
that you have a pet at home.
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HAVE A PET EMERGENCY
Contact your local vet or visit the RSPCA
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/
disaster-and-alerts/.
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https://www.awlnsw.com.au/find-us/
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/care-for-animals/birds/
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/care-for-animals/birds/
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/carefor-animals/pocket-pets/
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/carefor-animals/pocket-pets/
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/disaster-and-alerts/
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/disaster-and-alerts/
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Fact Sheet
CARING FOR YOUR KITTEN

Kittens make affectionate 
and playful pets, however it 
is important to have a good 
understanding of their needs 
when welcoming one into your 
home. Knowing how to care 
for your new kitten will help 
you give your kitten the best 
start in life.

THINGS TO DO BEFORE 
BRINGING YOUR KITTEN
HOME

In your kitten's first 8 weeks of 
life, it should have:

• been vaccinated at 6 to 8 
weeks

• started litter box training
• started socialising.

Be prepared for your kitten's 
arrival at home by:

• creating a space to play as 
well as resting and hiding 
places

• buying cat essentials like 
toys, a scratching post, litter 
tray and food/water bowls

• cat-proofing your home 
and removing any potential 
hazards.

THINGS TO DO AFTER 
BRINGING YOUR
KITTEN HOME

This is an important time 
for your kitten, continue 
socialising your kitten through 
positive experiences like:

• introducing them to your 
home and your other pets

• getting them used to being 

handled and groomed
• establishing a consistent 

routine.

Don't forget adult cats require 
annual booster vaccinations. 
Booster vaccinations are given 
one year after your cat's third 
vaccination (see vaccination 
schedule below).

Also, your kitten can be safely 
desexed from 16 weeks of age 
and don't forget to microchip 
and register your new kitten 
with your local Council.

KITTEN VACCINATION SCHECULE

6 to 8 weeks First vaccination

10 to 12 weeks Second vaccination

14 to 16 weeks Third vaccination

Kittens should be 
offered food at 
least 4 times per 
day. Take care 
not to overfeed or 
underfeed your 
kitten.

Create a space to 
play as well as rest 
and hiding places. 
Don't forget to 
provide your kitten 
with a scratching 
post and toys 
to keep him/her 
stimulated.



NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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HOMES NORTH PET AGREEMENT

If you have a pet, you need to let 
Homes North know in writing and 
sign a Homes North Pet Agreement. 
Homes North knows how important 
your pet is to you, and like you, 
we want to make sure they are 
well cared for. The Pet Agreement 
acknowledges you have a pet, you 
agree to look after your home and 
the pet appropriately, and if there is 
an emergency, Homes North is aware 
that you have a pet at home.

HAVE A PET EMERGENCY
Contact your local vet or visit the RSPCA
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/
disaster-and-alerts/.

NEED HELP WITH PET DESEXING?
Contact the Animal Welfare League NSW
https://www.awlnsw.com.au/find-us/.

https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/disaster-and-alerts/
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/disaster-and-alerts/
https://www.awlnsw.com.au/find-us/
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Fact Sheet
CARING FOR YOUR PUPPY

Welcoming a new puppy into 
your home, whether it's your 
first or an addition to your 
family, is a very exciting time! 
Knowing how to care for 
your new puppy is important 
because you want to give 
them the best start in life.

THINGS TO DO BEFORE 
BRINGING PUPPY HOME

In your puppy's first 8 weeks of 
life, your breeder should have:

• ensured your puppy had 
their first vaccination at 6 
to 8 weeks of age

• started toilet training
• started socialising them by 

introducing them to new 
situations and people.

Be prepared for your puppy's 
arrival at home by:

• creating a space to play 
and buying toys to keep 
him/her occupied

• providing a safe space (a 
crate, a hiding place and/

or a cosy bed) in a quiet, 
warm area in your home 
for your puppy to sleep 
and/or rest undisturbed

• keeping a blanket and/or 
soft toy from your puppy's 
first home so they have 
something familiar and 
comfortable to snuggle 
with

• remove anything 
poisonous or that you don't 
want them to chew

• signing up for puppy 
classes – these can be 
hard to get into, so put 
your name down as soon 
as possible. 

If you haven't done these 
things, we recommend that 
you do, as soon as you can.

THINGS TO DO AFTER 
BRINGING PUPPY HOME

The next 8 to 12 weeks of your 
puppy's life is an important 
time, it is what they learn 
and experience now that 
shapes their future behaviour. 

While your puppy isn't fully 
vaccinated yet, it is important 
to continue socialising him/her 
through positive experiences 
like:

• introducing them to other 
pets who are healthy and 
fully vaccinated

• carrying them around 
outside to introduce them 
to people, sights and 
sounds

• gradually introduce them 
to experiences, like driving 
in the car, grooming, being 
handled and having their 
ears and eyes checked

• begin to leave them 
alone for short periods to 
prevent separation-related 
behaviour

• establish a consistent 
routine and rules, 
rewarding good behaviour 
and ignoring bad behaviour

• feed them the same puppy 
food as they had before 
and keep the same routine 
with small, regular meals
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Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

HAVE A PET EMERGENCY
Contact your local vet or visit the RSPCA
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/
disaster-and-alerts/.

• continuing toilet training by rewarding them 
when they go outside.

VACCINATIONS & DESEXING

Ensure your puppy has had his/her first vaccination. 
This should be given between 6 and 8 weeks of age. 
Make sure you have prepared for your puppy's arrival 
(a safe space, bedding, toys, play area, etc).

STEP 1
Weeks 8 to 12 of your puppy's life is an important time, 
it is what they learn and experience now that shapes 
their future behaviour. Establish his/her routine,
reward good behaviour, ignoring bad behaviour.

STEP 2

While you're at the vet, ask about worming, flea 
treatment and desexing.

HOMES NORTH PET AGREEMENT

If you have a pet, you need to let Homes North 
know in writing and sign a Homes North Pet 

At 12 to 14 weeks, your puppy can have his/her 
second round of vaccinations. Whilst at the vet ask 
about worming, flea treatment and desexing. Do not 
have your puppy desexed before 6 mths.

STEP 3
At 16 to 18 weeks your puppy can have his/her final 
vaccination. After this you can socialise you puppy 
freely. Don't forget as an adult dog, your puppy
will need booster vaccinates every 12 months.

STEP 4
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PUPPY VACCINATION SCHECULE

6 to 8 weeks First vaccination

12 to 14 weeks Second vaccination

16 to 18 weeks Third vaccination

Agreement. Homes North knows how important 
your pet is to you, and like you, we want to make 
sure they are well cared for. The Pet Agreement 
acknowledges you have a pet, you agree to look 
after your home and the pet appropriately, and 
if there is an emergency, Homes North is aware 
that you have a pet at home.

Don't for to microchip and register your puppy 
with your local Council.

NEED HELP WITH PET DESEXING?
Contact the Animal Welfare League NSW
https://www.awlnsw.com.au/find-us/.

https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/disaster-and-alerts/
https://www.rspcansw.org.au/what-we-do/disaster-and-alerts/
https://www.awlnsw.com.au/find-us/
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Homes North’s Pet of the Month Award celebrates your pets and how well you care for them. To go in 
the draw to win a Pet Hamper, simply fill-out this form, tick all the boxes that apply to how you care for 
your pet, and tell us why you think caring for your pet is important.

Nomination & Contact Details
Please provide your pets name and your contact details below, so we can contact you if your pet 
wins a Pet Hamper.

Your Pets Name: .........................................................................................................................

Your Name: .........................................................................................................................

Your Address: .........................................................................................................................

Your Phone No: .........................................................................................................................

Your Mobile No: .........................................................................................................................

Your Email Address: .........................................................................................................................

Nomination Form

How do you care for your pet? Tick all boxes that apply.

I feed my pet two meal (morning and evening) a day ........................................................................

I provide fresh water for my pet daily .................................................................................................

My pet has comfortable bedding or a safe place to rest ....................................................................

I regularly change my cat’s kitty litter .................................................................................................

My pet is vaccinated annually .............................................................................................................

Tell us why you think caring for your pet is important ............................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................

Tip Sheet
PET OF THE MONTH AWARD

PET OF THE MONTH AWARD

The aim of the Pet of the 
Month Award is to celebrate 
your pets and how well they 
are cared for by you. It also 
aims to encourage you to:

• let us know that you have 
a pet

• have a signed pet 
agreement on record

• demonstrate responsible 
pet care (for example, 
appropriate bedding, food 
& water, exercise, access to 
a yard, etc)

• register your pet with your 
local council

• to vaccinate or have intent 
to vaccinate your pet, and

• desex or have intent to 
desex your pet.

PET OF THE MONTH AWARD
NOMINATION FORM

You are encouraged to 
nominate your pet for the Pet 
of the Month Award. Please 
submit a Nomination Form 

(https://homesnorth.org/wp-
content/uploads/2023/03/
Pet-of-the-Month-Award-
Nomination-Form.pdf) and 
photo of your pet by email 
(reo@homesnorth.org.au) or 
drop off your form at your 
nearest local office.

A winner will be chosen each 
month and announced in our 
quarterly Tenant Newsletter. 
Award winners will receive a 
hamper full of goodies for
their pet.

HOMES NORTH PET POLICY

Our Pet Policy aims to ensure 
that we respond transparently 
and fairly to requests to keep 
a pet. The policy encourages 
responsible pet ownership and 
supports you to comply with 
the Residential Tenancies Act 
in relation to pet ownership 
and being a responsible 
neighbour. It clearly states 
your rights and responsibilities 
as a pet owner in Homes North 
managed properties. You can 

read the full Pet Policy on our 
website, https://homesnorth.
org/pets-policy/.

PET OWNERSHIP APPROVAL 
PROCESS

No pets are allowed in Homes 
North managed properties 
without written approval. You 
must seek approval if you 
want to keep a pet by:

1. submitting a request to 
keep a pet at a Homes 
North managed property in 
writing, detailing the type 
and number of pets you 
want to keep

2. your request will be 
approved or declined, by 
your Tenancy Team Leader

3. approval depends on any 
restrictions on pets that 
may exist for the property 
as well as property 
suitability to keep a pet

4. as part of the approval 
process you will be 
required to sign a Pet 
Agreement.

https://homesnorth.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pet-of-the-Month-Award-Nomination-Form.pdf
https://homesnorth.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pet-of-the-Month-Award-Nomination-Form.pdf
https://homesnorth.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pet-of-the-Month-Award-Nomination-Form.pdf
https://homesnorth.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Pet-of-the-Month-Award-Nomination-Form.pdf
https://homesnorth.org/pets-policy/
https://homesnorth.org/pets-policy/


Homes North’s Pet of the Month Award celebrates your pets and how well you care for them. To go in 
the draw to win a Pet Hamper, simply fill-out this form, tick all the boxes that apply to how you care for 
your pet, and tell us why you think caring for your pet is important.

Nomination & Contact Details
Please provide your pets name and your contact details below, so we can contact you if your pet 
wins a Pet Hamper.

Your Pets Name: .........................................................................................................................

Your Name: .........................................................................................................................

Your Address: .........................................................................................................................

Your Phone No: .........................................................................................................................

Your Mobile No: .........................................................................................................................

Your Email Address: .........................................................................................................................

Nomination Form

How do you care for your pet? Tick all boxes that apply.

I feed my pet two meal (morning and evening) a day ........................................................................

I provide fresh water for my pet daily .................................................................................................

My pet has comfortable bedding or a safe place to rest ....................................................................

I regularly change my cat’s kitty litter .................................................................................................

My pet is vaccinated annually .............................................................................................................

Tell us why you think caring for your pet is important ............................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................

Paddington
Carter Brooks
246 Beardy Street, Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

0456 782 845
carterbrooks@gmail.com

My dog's wellbeing is important
he is my companion, looking after him gives me purpose.
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COMPLAINTS

Homes North encourages all feedback, including 
complaints, as it helps us to improve our services 
to meet the needs of our tenants and applicants. 
We encourage you to give us the opportunity to 
resolve your problem first off by talking to our 
staff by phone or in person at one of our offices. 
However if you are still unsatisfied with the
outcome please lodge a complaint.

WHAT IS A COMPLAINT?

A complaint is when a tenant or applicant is 
dissatisfied with the service provided by Homes 
North. For example:

• Neighbour issues such as nuisance and 
annoyance where you have reported to 
Homes North about a neighbour causing 
nuisance and annoyance and you are 
dissatisfied with our response.

• You believe a staff member has been 
unprofessional or rude either at our office or 
at your home.

• You think Homes North has done something 
wrong.

• You are not satisfied with one of Homes 
North’s policies.

• You feel Homes North has treated you 
unfairly.

• You have requested a repair and it was not 
completed in the agreed time.

HOW TO LODGE A COMPLAINT ABOUT OUR 
SERVICE

Fill out the Complaints Form on our website (visit 
http://homesnorth.org/complaints/).

We also have printed forms at every office.  If you 
need assistance completing the form please ask 
at reception.

If you need someone to explain what information 
you may need to attach to the complaint form 
please ask for assistance at reception or call 
your local office (see inside front cover of this 
document).

RESPONSE AND INVESTIGATION

Response
You will receive an acknowledgement letter or 
email within three (3) working days of Homes 
North receiving the complaint.

Investigation
Your complaint will be investigated by a senior 
staff member who will be in contact with you.
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OUR COMMITMENT

Homes North is committed to handling 
complaints fairly. All complaints are confidential 
and will not affect your housing.

APPEALS

If you are not happy with the way your complaint
was dealt with through the complaint handling 
process you may appeal the decision.

Please refer to the Appeals Factsheet on page 
24 of this Handbook

NEED SUPPORT WITH A COMPLAINT?

New England & Western Tenants Advice & 
Advisory Service (NEWTAAS) 1800 836 268

Northern NSW Aboriginal Tenants Advice & 
Advisory Service (NATAAS) 1800 248 913

Housing Appeals Committee 1800 629 794

NSW Civil & Administrative Tribunal (NCAT) 
1300 006 228

NSW Ombudsman www.ombo.nsw.gov.au

Community Justice Centres 1800 990 777

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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WHAT IS CONDENSATION? 

There is always moisture in the air, even if 
you cannot see it. Condensation occurs when 
warm moist air hits cold surfaces, causing the 
air to condense and form droplets of water. 
Condensation can sometimes cause mould.

Condensation is noticeable on windows on cold 
mornings. It happens, even when the weather 
is dry, primarily between the months of May and 
August.

WHAT CAUSES CONDENSATION?

There are three main causes of condensation:

• too much moisture in your home
• insufficient ventilation, and
• cool temperatures.

Everyday activities such as cooking, washing, 
drying clothes indoors, using portable gas and oil 
heaters, topping up fish tanks and so on, all add 
to the moisture already present in the air.

HOW CAN I PREVENT CONDENSATION? 

Ordinary daily activities can produce a lot of 
moisture quite quickly. Some steps you can take 
to reduce the level of moisture in your home 
include:

• opening windows to allow moist air to 
escape,

• covering boiling pans when cooking and 
using extractor fans if fitted,

• if you are running a bath, running cold water 
first reduces the amount of steam produced,

• do not dry clothes or towels on heaters,
• ensure that tumble dryers are vented to the 

outside,
• dry clothes outside where possible,
• have a quick shower to reduce the amount of 

Condensation can cause mould in your 
home, especially around windows.
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steam produced,
• close kitchen and bathroom doors to stop 

steam moving to other parts of your home,
• avoid using portable gas heaters as they can 

produce a litre of water for each litre of fuel 
used.

INCREASE VENTILATION

Increasing ventilation will help prevent moist 
air from being trapped in your home and 
condensing on the windows, walls and ceilings. 
You can do the following things to reduce the 
amount of moisture trapped in your home:

• opening a window after bathing, showering 
or cooking,

• move furniture away from walls slightly to 
allow air to circulate behind them,

• provide ventilation at the point where 
moisture is produced if possible, for example, 
using extractor fans and cooking hoods to 
help remove the moisture,

• ensuring fans or vents are clear as they 
enable moisture to escape,

• wiping down windows or surfaces affected by 
condensation in the morning,

• do not dry the clothes on the radiators as this 
will only put the moisture back in the air,

• leave cupboard and wardrobe doors open 
periodically so that air can circulate,

• where possible try to position wardrobes, 
chairs and large items of furniture against 
internal walls.

RAISE THE TEMPERATURE 

The best way to heat your home is by 
maintaining a consistent level of temperature. 
This is because warmer air can hold more 
moisture, and as the temperature of the walls 
increases the possibility of condensation forming 
on them is reduced.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

Condensation helps mould to grow your 
home, especially around windows.
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WHAT IS DOMESTIC AND FAMILY VIOLENCE?

Domestic and family violence is a crime 
in Australia.  It is any form of physical, 
psychological and/or financial abuse or control 
a person experiences from a partner, ex-
partner, family member, someone close to you 
or in a family-like arrangement such as carers 
or flatmates. Domestic and family violence is 
against the law.

IT’S NOT JUST PHYSICAL

You do not have to be physically hit or hurt to 
have experienced domestic and family violence.

Domestic and family violence is more than 
physical abuse. It includes behaviour that is 
threatening and controlling that can cause you 
to fear for your own safety or another person’s 
safety.

Other types of domestic and family violence 
include:

• Emotional abuse e.g. manipulation, isolation, 
put-downs, mind games

• Financial abuse e.g. forcing you to hand over 
control of income or assets, coercing you to 
take on debt or sign a contract, not allowing 
you to earn an income

• Sexual abuse, for example, any unwanted 
sexual activity

• Social abuse, for example, insulting you in 
public

• Threats of physical violence and revenge
• Property damage, for example, smashing 

your belongings
• Harming or threatening to harm your pets.

Domestic and family violence can leave you 
feeling stressed, anxious and/or depressed and 
have an impact on your health and wellbeing.

GETTING HELP

Report domestic and family violence to us via 
phone, email or our website. We will respond 
within one working day (Monday – Friday).

Contact the Domestic Violence Line, available 
24/7, on 1800 656 463. If you are in immediate 
danger, call Emergency Triple Zero 000.

ADVICE AND INFORMATION

Every case is different so we will advise you 
of what options you have. We will give you 
information about other services that offer 
further advice and support on such things as 
tenancy advice and legal issues. With your 
permission, we will refer you for help.
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SAFE PLACE TO MEET AND SAFE 
COMMUNICATION

Your safety is very important to us. We want 
to help you secure your ongoing safety from 
domestic and family violence. You can meet 
staff in private at our offices or at an agreed safe 
place. We will also agree how we can stay in 
contact with you in a safe way.

KEEPING YOUR INFORMATION SECURE

Your information is strictly confidential and 
will only be shared with a support provider 
that is bound by law to keep it secure. We will 
not give your details, or the information you 
provide to anyone without your permission 
unless there are serious concerns for you or 
your children’s safety. In such cases, we have 
a legal responsibility to share information with 
appropriate services. Your information will never 
be shared with the person who hurt you.

CHECK THE RISK TO THE SAFETY OF YOU AND 
YOUR FAMILY, AND THE SAFETY OF YOUR 
HOME

We will carry out a risk assessment for all 
domestic and family violence cases. We will go 
through your options with you which may include 
increasing the security in your home.

If it isn’t safe for you to stay in your home, we 
will give you advice, information and support to 
help you get alternative accommodation (such as 
emergency accommodation).

SUPPORT

We can make a referral to a support service. 
A referral includes information about you, 
including your name, phone number, what has 
happened and information about any court 
notices or protection orders. It also includes 
any information about the person who hurt you, 
so that the service understands your situation 
and needs. A referral is automatic when police 
officers attend a domestic and family violence 
incident or where there are domestic violence 
proceedings in court.

SUPPORT SERVICES FOR YOU AND YOUR 
FAMILY

After a referral is made, a support service will 
contact you and offer you help with different 
issues you may face. Support may include:

• safety planning
• emergency accommodation
• counselling
• access to financial assistance
• court support, or
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Domestic and family violence...
it's not just physical...

it's against the law!

There's no excuse for domestic violence!
Call the Domestic Violence Line

1800 656 463
(free call 24/7)

If you are in immediate danger, call

Emergency Triple Zero 000
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• other services you may need to increase your 
safety.

WORKING TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER

We will work with our partners to support you 
and to deal with anyone causing domestic and 
family violence. We know that domestic violence 
cases involve many  organisations and we will 
work closely with them to ensure you and your 
family are safe.

TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION SERVICES

If needed, we will provide you with translation 
and interpretation services.

HOUSING MANAGEMENT

We recognise that sometimes it is in the best 
interest of a victim (and their children) to be 
provided with support so that they can remain 
safely in their family home. In other cases, the 
best action is to assist the victim move to new 
accommodation. We will work with you to ensure 
you maintain or secure safe and affordable 
housing.

For eligible tenants and applicants, we have 
access to Start Safely, a subsidy which provides 
short to medium term financial help to eligible 

clients leaving domestic and family violence. 
With this subsidy they can secure private rental 
accommodation and do not have to return to 
their homes.

EMERGENCY CONTACTS

Domestic Violence Line, available24/7
1800 656 463.

If you are in immediate danger, call Emergency 
Triple Zero 000.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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END OF TENANCY RESPONSIBILITIES

The following information has been provided to
assist you when vacating the property you have 
been renting through Homes North.

Please note that a final inspection for property 
damage or cleaning will usually be undertaken 
once you have removed all belongings and have 
returned the keys. Any keys given to friends 
or relatives should also be returned to Homes 
North.

Rent will continue to be charged on your 
property until all keys are returned to Homes 
North.

You have the right to attend the final inspection.

WE ASK THAT BEFORE THE FINAL INSPECTION 
YOU

• Ensure that Homes North has your new 
forwarding address, email and phone 
number.

• Pay your rent until the vacating date.
• Clear all outstanding charges on your rental, 

water and non rent accounts.
• Return all keys to Homes North including 

letterbox keys.
• Arrange disconnection of your telephone, 

electricity and gas supply.
• Re-direct all mail to your new address.

• Find your original condition report, so you 
can check what is recorded. You should leave 
your home in the same or better conditions, 
less fair wear and tear.

ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS 
PRIOR TO OUR INSPECTION WILL PREVENT 
UNNECESSARY DELAYS IN PROCESSING YOUR 
BOND

• Remove all furniture and personal items from 
the property.

• The property is to be thoroughly cleaned.
• All floor areas are to be vacuumed, wet areas 

mopped and carpets to be cleaned.
• Clean all cupboards, shelves, drawers and 

benches.
• Walls and doors to be cleaned of all marks.
• Stove top, griller, oven and exhaust fans to 

be cleaned and free of all food stains and 
grease.

• Windows and sills to be cleaned inside and 
outside where possible.

• Furniture, curtains or other items included 
with the property at the time tenancy 
commenced are to be returned to original 
positions.

• Clean venetian blinds and wash curtains.
• All garbage, bottles and rubbish to be 

removed from the premises.
• The garage and/or storeroom to be cleaned, 
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free of cobwebs and grease marks removed 
from car space/garage.

• All mould and soap scum removed from 
bathroom tiles and grouting. Ceiling mould 
must also be removed in the bathroom.

• Toilet bowl must be cleaned inside and out. 

Bathroom and toilet floors must be mopped.
• Lawns and edges trimmed and gardens 

weeded (this applies to townhouses and 
houses).

Please note that rent is due and payable until all 
keys are returned.

If you and Homes North don’t agree about the 
condition at the end of your tenancy, you can 
contact:

New England & Western Tenants Advice & 
Advisory Service (NEWTAAS) 1800 836 268 or 

Northern NSW Aboriginal Tenants Advice & 
Advisory Service (NATAAS) 1800 248 913

If you have any further questions, please contact 
Homes North's Armidale office on 6772 5133.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

REMOVE ALL FURNITURE AND 
PERSONAL ITEMS

PROPERTY MUST BE 
THOROUGHLY CLEANED

TOILET BOWL MUST BE 
CLEANED INSIDE AND 
OUT AND BATHROOM 
AND TOILET FLOORS 
MOPPED

LAWNS AND EDGES MUST 
BE TRIMMED, GARDEN 
WEEDED AND 
THE LAWN 
MOWED

VACUUM CARPETS & MOP 
WET AREAS

ALL GARBAGE, 
BOTTLES AND 
RUBBISH MUST BE 
REMOVED

CLEAN WINDOWS AND 
REMOVE COBWEBS

GARAGE AND STOREROOM 
MUST THE CLEANED AND 
GREASE MARKS 
REMOVED 
FROM CAR 
SPACE OR 
GARAGE
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VACATING YOUR PROPERTY

The checklist and information below will assist 
you in preparing to vacate your property.  Some 
of these may or may not apply to you.

Once you have informed us of your intention 
to vacate the property in writing, Homes North 
will let you know the time and date of the final 
inspection.  We strongly recommend you are 
present at this inspection, but it is not mandatory.

It is your duty as the outgoing tenant to ensure 
the property is returned to Homes North in the 
same condition as at the start of your tenancy.  
Failure to clean the premises properly can result 
in costs to you and deductions from your bond.

If Homes North feels that an item needs 
attention, you will be given when possible two 
(2) days (48 hours) to remedy it, after which time 
a professional cleaner/trades person will be 
employed and the cost(s) deducted from your 
bond.

1. Arrange to have the telephone and internet 
disconnected

2. Disconnect the electricity, gas and Foxtel 
from your name (electricity must be on for the 
final inspection)

3. Have your mail redirected and supply us with 
a forwarding address

4. Return all keys to Homes North, including the 
letterbox keys

5. Pay rent up until the vacating date.  Rent is 
charged until all keys are handed back to our 
office

6. Cancel all Centrepay/direct debit rental 
payments

7. Check your lease agreement and original 
property condition report and check your 
property against them

8. If you have had a pet, you may need to have 
the property sprayed for fleas

9. If you have been in your home for more than 
12 months, you may need to have the carpets 
professionally cleaned

10. Clean windows or arrange a window cleaner

11. Mow garden, whipper snip and remove all 
rubbish 
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NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

MOW THE LAWN, 
WHIPPER SNIPPER AND 
REMOVE ALL RUBBISH

PAY RENT UP UNTIL YOUR 
VACATING DATE – RENT WILL 
BE CHARGED UNTIL ALL KEY 
ARE RETURNED TO HOMES 
NORTH

CANCEL ALL CENTRELINK 
OR DIRECT DEBIT RENTAL 
PAYMENTS

CHECK YOUR PROPERTY 
AGAINST YOUR LEASE 
AGREEMENT AND ORIGINAL 
CONDITION 
REPORT 

IF YOU HAVE A PET YOU NEED 
TO HAVE YOUR PROPERTY 
SPRAYED FOR 
FLEAS

HAVE YOUR TELEPHONE AND 
INTERNET DISCONNECTED

DISCONNECT ELECTRICITY 
AND GAS FROM YOUR NAME

HAVE YOUR MAIL REDIRECTED 
TO YOU NEW ADDRESS

RETURN ALL KEY TO 
HOMES NORTH INCLUDING 
LETTERBOX KEYS

YOUR CARPETS MAY REQUIRE 
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING 
IF YOU HAVE 
BEEN IN YOUR 
HOME FOR 
MORE THAN 12 
MONTHS

CLEAN WINDOWS OR 
ARRANGE A WINDOW 
CLEANER

VACATING YOUR PROPERTY TIPS
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FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES

YOUR FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES

As a tenant of Homes North you are responsible 
for the following charges.

RENT PAYMENTS

• You are required to pay your rent in advance, 
as per your Residential Tenancy Agreement.  
This may be weekly or fortnightly.

• If your rent is not paid in advance and you 
fall behind in your payments, you will be in 
rent arrears. This has serious consequences 
that could result in legal action to recover the 
debt through NSW Civil and Administrative 
Tribunal (NCAT), or the loss of your home if 
rent payments continue to fall behind. If you 
are struggling to pay the rent, come and talk 
to us before you stop rent payments. We 
want to help you stay in your home.

WATER USAGE PAYMENTS

• Payments towards your water bill (usually 
$17.00 per fortnight), can be added to your 
rent payment and paid through Centrepay. 
You are responsible for paying for the water 
you use in your Homes North property.

• Homes North will send an invoice for water 
usage, and a copy of the water rates notice 
from the local council. You are required to 

pay any outstanding amounts within 21 days 
of receiving the debit note.

• If your water charges are not paid within 
21 days of the invoice due date you will be 
in arrears. To prevent this it helps to make 
regular automatic payments towards water 
usage.

• Your non-rent account could be in credit if 
you have made advance payments; this will 
be held for future charges.

BOND PAYMENT

• Bonds are a security deposit held at the 
Department of Fair Trading.

• The Bond amount is usually 2 weeks market 
rent, however this may vary if you are an 
affordable housing tenant.

• Bonds can be paid in full or you may be given 
the opportunity to make fortnightly payments 
towards your Bond.

• Bonds can also be paid through Centrepay 
with your fortnightly rent payments.

REPAIRS TO PROPERTY

• You are responsible to pay for any damage 
you cause to your property (see Repairs and 
Maintenance Factsheet).

• Homes North will send an invoice with a copy 
of the contractors invoice. You are required to 
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pay any outstanding amounts within 21 days 
of receiving the invoice.

• If you disagree with these charges contact 
your Housing Manager within 14 days to 
discuss the matter.

• Payment bank account details will be on 
the covering letter, or you can contact your 
Housing Officer to pay through Centrepay.

• If your repairs bill is not paid within 21 days, 
or you have not entered into a repayment 
plan, this has serious consequences. Please 
contact us if you are struggling to pay for 
repair charges and we can negotiate a 
repayment plan.

HOW TO PAY

If you are receiving a Centrelink payment, all 
your financial responsibilities to Homes North 
can be paid through Centrepay. Centrepay is free 
and is the easiest and most convenient way to 
pay your rent, water usage and bond payments.

DIRECT DEBIT/INTERNET BANKING

To set up a recurring direct debit payment from 
your bank you will need Homes North BSB and 
account details. You will also need to quote your 
Tenancy Reference No. in the Reference field. 
Please request these from your Housing Officer.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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Tip Sheet
MONEY MANAGEMENT

Paying bills is a part of life and if you are on a 
low income getting by can be tough. These tips 
will help you reduce your expenses so you have 
more money for other things.

Keeping on top of bills can be difficult. With a 
little forward planning you can avoid ‘bill stress’. 
Our money saving tips can help you reduce your 
expenses. So, after all your bills are paid, you 
have more spending money for yourself.

PLANNING AHEAD

Regular bills you will receive include water 
and electricity bills. Consider paying a regular 
fortnightly amount so that when the bill comes in 
you don’t have to find a large amount of money.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MONEY

Phones
Check your phone plan to make sure you are
getting the best value for money deal.

Bank accounts
Shop around for an account that offers no 
account keeping fees, free monthly statements, 
no minimum deposit amounts, no overdrawn 
fees.

BUDGETING

Work out where your money is going and make it 
stretch further. ASIC’s MoneySmart website has a 
fantastic section for budgeting on a low income. 
Do yourself a favour and check it out, visit 
https://moneysmart.gov.au/budgeting/managing-
on-a-low-income.

CHANGING HABITS CAN HELP YOU SAVE 
MONEY

TrackMySPEND® app by ASIC is an online tool to 
help you work out where you can make simple 
changes to keep more money in your pocket. 
Visit moneysmart.gov.au/managing-yourmoney/
budgeting/simple-ways-to-save-money and 
change your money habits today.

CONSIDER A NO OR LOW INTEREST LOAN

The No Interest Loans Scheme (NILS) is designed 
for people on low incomes who need safe, fair 
and affordable access to credit for the purchase 
of essential goods or services.

NILS offers fee free and interest free loans up to 
$1500 for essential goods and services including 
household items like stoves, fridges or washing 
machines; educational items like computers and 
textbooks; some medical and dental services; car 
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repairs; and other items upon request. For more 
information visit https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/
transaction/no-interest-loans-scheme-nils.

NILS for Vehicles is a fee free and interest 
free loan between $2,000 and $5,000 that 
can be paid off over up to 48 months. NILS 
for Vehicles is for the purchase of a vehicle 
that is used for transport. This includes cars, 
motorcycles, mobility scooters and boats. For 
more information visit https://goodshep.org.au/
services/vehicles/.

NEED HELP WITH MANAGING YOUR FINANCES

Managing your money can seem difficult when 
you don’t have a lot to start with, but help is 
always available.

The Department of Human Services has a 
free Financial Information Service (FIS) that 
can provide general help with your finances. 
Financial counsellors provide free assistance 
for people in financial difficulty. They can show 
you how to budget, manage your debts and 
help you deal with other money problems. Visit 
https://www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/financial-
information-service.

NEED URGENT MONEY HELP

Are you behind on your bills and struggling to 
cover your rent or afford food? Whatever your 
situation, there are services that can help you, 
visit https://moneysmart.gov.au/managing-debt/
urgent-help-with-money.

If you don’t have access to the internet Homes 
North has copies of these tips at the reception of 
your local office.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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HOW TO STOP MOULD

THE PROBLEM

Every building, no matter how it is built, contains 
a small amount of mould spores which are 
usually completely harmless. However, given the 
right conditions, these spores can grow causing 
black unhealthy mould.

Mould can grow quickly and easily on walls and 
ceilings.

WHERE DO YOU FIND MOULD?

It can be found on and next to windows 
particularly on the sills, in the corners and 
edges of rooms, on walls and ceilings. Mould 
can also be found behind and inside wardrobes 
and cupboards especially if they are against an 
external wall.

Mould can even grow on clothes, handbags and 
shoes if they are stored in wardrobes when still 
damp or wet.

WHAT NOT TO USE TO REMOVE MOULD

Chemicals like bleach and ammonia do not  
remove mould. They simply bleach the colour out 
of mould, making you think you've gotten of rid 
the mould when, in fact, it is still there, you just 
can't see it.

THREE WAYS TO TREAT MOULD

Vinegar
Vinegar has antifungal and antibacterial 
properties making it a cheap and effective 
treatment for many types of mould. In fact, 
vinegar kills about 82% of known moulds and 
helps to prevent future breakouts. Vinegar is an 
environmentally-friendly solution that will not 
harm you, your kids or your pets.

Baking Soda
Baking soda is also an effective treatment for 
mould.  It is a natural disinfectant that kills-off 
unpleasant odours. Baking soda can be added 
to vinegar to tackle different types of mould as it 
kills different strains. Like vinegar, baking soda is 
environmentally-friendly and will not harm you,  
your kids or your pets.

Tea Tree Oil
Tea tree oil is a natural fungicide that kills 
mould spores throughout your home. It is 

Mould on walls.
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If you have tried these solutions and the 
mould still comes back, please contact 
Homes North.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

Vinegar Solution

Step 1 Pour a concentration of 80% 
vinegar to 20% water into three 
buckets.

Step 2 Grab a microfibre cloth, dip it 
into the first bucket and clean a 
patch of mould.

Step 3 Rinse the cloth in the second 
bucket, and rinse again in the 
third.

Step 4 Repeat until all mould is cleaned 
off.

Step 5 Wipe areas with dry microfibre 
cloth when finished.

Tea Tree Oil Spray

Step 1 Add 2 teaspoons of tea tree 
oil to a spray bottle filled with 
water.

Step 2 Spray on problem areas and do 
not rinse.

Step 3 Wipe areas with dry microfibre 
cloth when finished.

environmentally-friendly, harmless to you, your 
kids and your pets. Of all the natural mould 
killing solutions, tea tree oil is the most effective.  
A small amount can be very effective in removing 
mould.

HOW TO STOP MOULD GROWING

• Make sure you have good airflow and 
ventilation.

• Good airflow helps reduce condensation that 
could cause mould to grow.

• Keep furniture away from walls.

• Open wardrobe doors occasionally to let the 
air flow through.

• Quickly fix any water leaks.
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LIVING IN YOUR PROPERTY

The following information will help you 
understand your responsibilities, and the 
landlord’s responsibilities, when you live in your 
Homes North rental property.

ELECTRICITY, GAS, PHONE & INTERNET

Tenants are to arrange their own connections 
for electricity, gas, phone and internet providers 
and are responsible for associated bills for these 
services.

PETS

Tenants that have companion animals are 
required to obtain permission prior to occupancy 
and will be asked to sign a Pet agreement.

INSURANCE

Your private goods are not insured by Homes 
North. We advise you to take out contents 
insurance for your goods.

UNIT COMPLEX CAR PARKING

Car parking spaces are given on a priority needs 
basis, i.e. disabled parking. In many cases only 
one car park space is provided per tenancy. If 
parking spaces are not available any additional 
cars or visitors cars must be parked off the 

property.  Not complying can cause a nuisance to 
other tenants.

We are aware that a number of properties do not 
have adequate parking available. We ask that if 
you do not have a carpark on the property that 
you park off the property.

RUBBISH/EXCESS GARBAGE

Bins are provided but it is the tenant’s 
responsibility to ensure rubbish is removed 
from your property. If Homes North needs to 
intervene, for example under a notice from the 
local council, the cost will be passed on to the 
tenant.

COMMON AREAS

Most properties have shared areas. Please 
be considerate of your neighbours and treat 
common areas, such as footpaths, driveways, 
mailboxes and grounds with care and respect. 
Rubbish or other items should not be left in 
common areas.

GARDENS

Gardens need to be kept clean and tidy, lawns 
properly maintained and rubbish is not to be left 
outside.
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NOISE & NUISANCE

• Be aware of disturbing your neighbours with 
excessive noise both inside the property and 
in the common areas.

• Be responsible for your own conduct as well 
as the behaviour of visitors to your property.

• Homes North does not tolerate harassment 
or discrimination by its tenants towards any 
individual or group (see 15.3 of your signed 
Residential Tenancy Agreement).

VISITORS

Your tenancy agreement specifies the number of 
people who can reside at the premises.

• Tenants may have visitors overnight.
• Visitors may stay up to four (4) weeks (28 

days) before you need to seek permission 
for an additional occupant to stay at the 
premises.

• If you allow other people to reside at your 
premises without seeking permission and 
without paying rent, you are breaching your 
Tenancy Agreement with Homes North.

• You are responsible for the actions of visitors 
to your property. This includes any noise and 
damage that they may cause.

CHANGING NEEDS

If your circumstances change and your property 
needs any modifications for you to continue 
living there, contact Homes North prior to any 
modifications being made. Once approved, we 
will contact you to arrange the next steps.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

HAVE YOU GOTTEN 
PERMISSION AND 
SIGNED A PET 
AGREEEMNT?

DON'T FORGET 
TO PUT YOUR 
RUBBISH OUT

NOISE & 
NUISANCE

VISITORS CAN STAY UP TO 
4 WEEKS
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BEING A GOOD NEIGHBOUR

One of the keys to having a good experience 
with your neighbours is to be a good neighbour 
yourself.

Neighbours may be just as important and 
beneficial to your enjoyment and living 
experience as your new rental home.

Our tips will help you live well with the people 
around you and build a safe and happy 
neighbourhood.

YOUR HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS & VISITORS

Your are responsible for the behaviour of other 
household members or visitors. Remember bad 
behaviour by others could put your tenancy at 
risk. If you have concerns please contact Homes 
North.

JUST SAY HELLO!

One of the best ways to meet your neighbours 
is to make time to talk with them. Knowing 
your neighbours will help make living in your 
community more enjoyable.

Why not introduce yourself to your neighbours 
after you move in. Saying “hello” when you run 
into one another is a great way to get to know 
your neighbours. You might find you share things 

in common and you can also talk about issues to 
do with living in your community.

WHY NOT ARRANGE A BBQ

Another great way to be a friendly neighbour 
is to organise a social event, such as a BBQ 
for everyone that lives in your building or 
neighbourhood.

YOUR RIGHT TO PRIVACY

It is also good to remember people do like their 
privacy and we should always respect that. It’s 
important to recognise when it is okay to mind 
your own business.

HELP EACH OTHER

Neighbours can be a big help to you. Asking 
them to keep an eye on your home while you are 
away, water the garden or feed pets could help 
keep your home safe, secure and well cared for.

You can help them out in return when they may 
be out or away. Or if a problem occurs, you 
may be able to let them know, help fix it, or call 
Homes North. Showing that you care about their 
home as well as yours could mean you have 
someone looking out for your place as well.
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NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

THINK ABOUT OTHERS

It’s good to be considerate of other people, 
particularly when you’re living in a share 
housing complex. Noise from loud parties for 
example could disturb your neighbours, so if 
you know of a time when your neighbours may 
be affected by noise from your home let them 
know beforehand, keep the noise to a minimum 
and finish at a reasonable hour. Also, remember 
you may have shared walls. Keep your outdoor/
shared spaces clean, and don’t use your space 
for anything dangerous or unpleasant.

HELP OUT

You could consider once in a while doing a 
favour for your neighbour, for example help 
an elderly resident weed their garden. Doing 
something generous for a neighbour will show 
them you are a considerate person, and when 
you need it they may return the favour.

TRAIN YOUR PETS

Pets can be a great addition to your life, but 
need prior approval with a pet agreement. A 
good way to ensure your neighbour likes your 
pet and will enjoy them being around is to train 
them not to be noisy and exercise them daily.

Establishing good terms with your neighbours can 
have many great benefits. Your neighbourhood 
will be friendlier, safer, and a nicer place to live.

HELPING EACH OTHER
If you know your neighbour is away, keep an eye on their place.  If you 
see anything unusual, contact your neighbour or Homes North.  If you are 
worried call the police.
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NEVER USE OUTDOOR HEATING INSIDE

DON’T USE OUTDOOR GAS HEATERS INDOORS

If you're thinking about using an outdoor 
propane gas heater indoors – Don't Do It! Using 
an outdoor propane gas heater indoors is NOT 
safe and is both dangerous and potentially fatal.

CAN YOU USE A PROPANE GAS HEATER 
INSIDE?

You can use a propane gas heater inside ONLY if 
the heater is designed for indoor use. Using an 
outdoor propane gas heater inside is dangerous 
to you and your pets because it can produce 
poisonous Carbon Monoxide (CO) as part of its 
combustion gases.

Indoor propane gas heaters are to be used 
inside only. They are designed to minimise or 
virtually eliminate the production of CO. Some 
indoor gas heaters use a flue to pipe combustion 
gases outside.

PATIO HEATERS ARE NOT SAFE INDOORS

Patio heaters are dangerous to use indoors. 
Patio heaters can produce CO, a poisonous gas, 
which is both dangerous and potentially fatal.

WHAT IS AN OUTDOOR HEATER?

The most common type of outdoor heater 
are patio heaters. These are typically the tall 
mushroom style or the shorter round area 
heaters. There are also garage and industrial 
blow heaters. These are intended for very large 
spaces and should never be used in a home 
or other smaller enclosure. The use of a gas 
cooking appliance as an indoor heater is also a 
dangerous practice.

Australia's strict standards on gas appliance 
combustion emissions means our indoor 
propane gas heaters are very safe to use. To be 
certified for use in Australia, indoor gas heaters 

THINKING ABOUT USING AN OUTDOOR HEATER 
INSIDE?

DON'T DO IT. USING AN OUTDDOR HEADER 
INDOORS IS NOT SAFE AND IS BOTH DANGEROUS 
AND POTENTIALLY FATAL.

KEEP YOUR FAMILY SAFE. USE A PROPER INDOOR 
HEATER WHEN YOU WANT TO HEAT YOUR HOME.

REMEMBER TO FOLLOW ALL HEATER 
MANUFACTURERS INSTRUCTIONS AND SAFETY 
ADVICE!
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must meet or surpass these strict standards. 
The same is NOT true for outdoor propane 
gas heaters. Outdoor propane has heaters are 
intended for outdoor use only, with plenty of 
ventilation, and do not meet the indoor heater 
emission standards.

RADIANT OUTDOOR HEATERS

Most outdoor heaters are radiant heaters. 
Radiant heaters warm you like the sun. Radiant 
heaters allow specific spaces within an area to 
be heated, primarily warming only the people 
and objects positioned in front of the heater. 
These are great heaters, as long as they remain 
outdoors.

CARBON MONOXIDE

Symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning 
include persistent tiredness, shortness of 
breath, headaches, nausea, vomiting and loss 
of consciousness. If you experience any signs 
of carbon monoxide poisoning while operating 
any gas appliance, you should stop using it 
immediately, move to an area where you can 
breathe fresh air and seek medical attention.

GREAT INDOOR ALTERNATIVES

There are gas heaters that are designed and 

certified for safe indoor use. Look for the 
certification label on the heater. Indoor gas 
heaters are either portable (unflued) gas heaters 
or flued heaters. They are radiant, convectors, 
radiant-convectors, power flued, flued radiant 
and wall heaters. Gas heaters in Australia are 
all tested and labelled for energy efficiency Star 
Ratings.

KEEP YOUR FAMILY SAFE

You can use a propane gas heater inside if it is 
designed for indoor use. DO NOT use a propane 
gas heater inside if it is designed for outdoor 
use, like a patio heater. We all want to keep our 
families safe. Use a proper indoor heater when 
you need to heat your home, and remember to 
follow all heater manufacturers’ instructions and 
safety advice.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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PEE, POO & (TOILET) PAPER

LOVE YOUR TOILET

Have you ever stopped for 
a minute to appreciate your 
toilet or given any thought 
about where your wastewater 
goes when you flush it? One 
of the most helpful things 
you can do is flush only pee, 
poo or toilet paper down your 
toilet.

Being branded as flushable, 
usually only means that the 
product can go down your 
toilet bowl. What these 
products can’t do is break 
down quickly like toilet paper 
does. Instead, they get caught 
in the sewer system, creating 
fatbergs.

WHAT IS A FATBERG?

A fatberg is a rock-like mass 
of waste matter made of wet 
wipes, and fat, oil and grease 
deposits. Fatbergs have 
formed in sewers worldwide, 
with the rise in the use of 
disposable, flushable wipes.

WHAT NOT TO FLUSH

Please dispose of the 
following products in your 
rubbish, not down your toilet:

• wet wipes and sanitising 
wipes, including 
wipes advertised as 
biodegradable

• tampons and sanitary pads
• rags
• nappies
• tissues and paper towels.

Not flushing these items 
down the toilet will not only 
help the environment and 
the wastewater system, but 
also save you from having a 
blocked toilet.

OTHER WAYS YOU CAN HELP

Don’t Pour Fat Down the Drain
Fat poured down the drain is 
a major cause of blockages 
in sewage pipes can damage 
your property. Instead, set the 
fat aside and allow it to harden 
and then place it in your 

rubbish. Or, use a paper towel 
to soak it up and place them in 
your rubbish.

Don’t Flush Medicines
Flushing medicines down 
the toilet is dangerous to 
others and harmful to the 
environment. Prescription 
medicines, over-the-counter 
medicines, herbal or 
complementary supplements, 
gels, liquids, creams and pet 
medicines can all be returned 
to your community pharmacy 
for free, safe disposal.

REMEMBER THE 3P's

Pee, poo and (toilet) paper 
are the only things you 
should ever flush down the 
toilet. Anything else and you 
run the risk of harming the 
environment, creating fatbergs 
and blockages, and costing 
yourself and others money.
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DO NOT FLUSH TISSUES
SANITARY NAPKINS, NAPPIES

OR CIGARETTES DOWN THE TOILET

ONLY FLUSH
PEE, POO AND (TOILET) PAPER

DOWN THE TOILET

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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INSPECTIONS

During your tenancy, Homes North will carry out 
inspections to ensure that your property is being 
maintained.

Generally, Homes North carries out inspections 
six (6) weeks after you sign your tenancy 
agreement.

This is a follow up inspection just to see how you 
are settling into the property and if there are any 
issues that need reporting.

PROPERTY INSPECTIONS

• Homes North is allowed to inspect the 
premises up to four (4) times within a 12 
month period, unless the tenant agrees 

otherwise, or is otherwise ordered by the 
NSW Civil and Administration Tribunal.

• Homes North must give 14 days notice before 
an inspection is carried out (unless the tenant 
agrees otherwise).

• Homes North may arrange a follow up 
inspection to check that repairs have been 
carried out or to address any issues that have 
been identified in the previous inspection.

VALUATION INSPECTIONS

At times, Homes North, or the landlord, may 
request a valuer to inspect the premises to value 
the property.

• No more than one valuation can be 
conducted in a 12 month period.

• Homes North must give you seven (7) days 
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notice of a property valuation inspection 
being carried out.

A valuation inspection is carried out to obtain 
the value of a property for asset management 
purposes only. It does not affect your current 
tenancy agreement.

INSPECTIONS WITHOUT CONSENT FROM THE 
TENANT

Section 55 of the Residential Tenancies Act 2010
No 42 states:

A landlord, the landlord’s agent, or any other 
person authorised by the landlord may enter 
residential premises during a residential 
tenancy agreement without the consent of 
the tenant, and without giving notice to the 
tenant, only in the following circumstances:

• In an emergency
• To carry out urgent repairs
• If the landlord, landlord’s agent or person 

has made a reasonable attempt to obtain 
entry with consent and has reasonable 
cause for serious concern about the 
health or safety of the tenant or any 
other person that they believe is on the 
residential premises

• If the landlord forms a reasonable belief 

that the residential premises have been 
abandoned

• In accordance with an order of the 
Tribunal.

A landlord, the landlord’s agent or any other 
person authorised by the landlord may enter 
residential premises during a residential 
tenancy agreement without the consent of 
the tenant, after giving notice to the tenant, 
only in the following circumstances:

• To inspect the residential premises, not 
more than four (4) times in any period of 
12 months, if the tenant has been given 
not less than seven (7) days written notice 
each time.

For full details of the Residential Tenancies Act, 
visit legislation.nsw.gov.au.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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WHAT HAPPENS AT AN INSPECTION

Many people don’t know what is expected of 
them in a routine property inspection. Here are 
few easy ways to prepare for your inspection

Homes North is allowed to inspect the premises 
up to four (4) times within a 12 month period. 
Homes North must give fourteen (14) days notice 
before an inspection is carried out.

It is an important part of your Residential 
Tenancy Agreement that you keep your property 
reasonably clean at all times. It is much easier to 
clean a little bit every day, rather than spend an 
entire evening exhausting yourself scrubbing the 
place from top to bottom.

REGULAR HOUSEHOLD JOBS

We've compiled a list of routine household jobs 
that would be done on weekly or fortnightly 
basis:

 ☐ Vacuum and mop floors
 ☐ Clean windows, screens and doors
 ☐ Wipe off marks, finger prints, drawing and 

scuff marks from walls and ceilings.  Remove 
any cobwebs

 ☐ Clean cupboards, shelves, doors, and 
drawers

 ☐ Tidy away or remove clutter
 ☐ Clean stovetop drip trays, knobs and rims

 ☐ Clean inside and outside of oven/stove
 ☐ Wipe down benchtops, tiles or splash back
 ☐ Remove mould and soap residue from tiles, 

grout, ceiling and walls
 ☐ Clean the shower and bath
 ☐ Clean around the vanity and basin
 ☐ Toilets should be clean inside and out
 ☐ Dust exhaust fans
 ☐ Clean mirrors with glass cleaner
 ☐ Pets and their environment should be kept 

clean and hygienic and restrain pets, if 
necessary during the inspection

 ☐ Remove any rubbish from around the 
property

 ☐ Mow lawns and whipper snip edges

We encourage tenants to report all maintenance 
to the Repairs & Maintenance line 1800 592 333 
or after hours 1300 662 721. You can let your 
client relations officer know about any ongoing 
maintenance problems you have so they can 
look into this for you.

HOMES NORTH’S GUARANTEE TO YOU

Our staff will be respectful, non-judgemental and 
polite.  They will not:

• Open any cupboard doors
• Move your furniture
• Touch your personal belongings
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NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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RENT EXPLAINED

Homes North is bound by law to charge rent in 
the following way. The amount is determined 
by the market rent for your town. You may be 
eligible for rent subsidies which will reduce the 
amount you pay.

WHAT IS MARKET RENT?

Market rent is the maximum rent you will pay 
for a Homes North property, and is based on 
how much the property would be leased for 
in the private rental market. Your lease with 
Homes North will show the market rent for your 
property. Homes North will review your market 
rent each year. Your market rent may change 
depending upon the current rental market. You 
will be advised in writing when there is a change 
to your market rent.

WHAT IF I CAN’T AFFORD TO PAY MARKET 
RENT?

If you cannot afford to pay the market rent, you 
may apply for a rent subsidy.

WHAT IS A RENT SUBSIDY?

If you receive a rent subsidy, this means that you 
will pay less than the market rent. Rent subsidies 
are available to people on low or moderate 
incomes, and is based on your capacity to 

pay rent. To apply for a rent subsidy you must 
complete a Rent Subsidy Application and provide 
proof of income for each household member. If 
you are eligible for a rent subsidy, in most cases, 
the amount of rent you pay will be approximately 
25 – 30% of your gross household income plus 
100% of the Commonwealth Rent Assistance.

WHAT IS COMMONWEATH RENT ASSISTANCE?

Commonwealth Rent Assistance (CRA) is an 
additional allowance paid by the Australian 
government to people on low incomes who rent 
privately or in community housing.

HOW OFTEN WILL MY RENT SUBSIDY BE 
REVIEWED?

Homes North reviews rent subsidies every six 
months. You will be advised in writing when 
this review will occur and be asked to complete 
another Rent Subsidy Application at this time. 
It is important you complete this Rent Subsidy 
Application. If you do not send this completed 
application back to us we will charge you market 
rent.

CHANGES TO HOUSEHOLD CIRCUMSTANCES

If you receive a rent subsidy and there is a 
change in your household circumstances, you 
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must advise Homes North immediately because 
the amount of rent you pay is based on your 
total household income. Once you advise Homes 
North of a change in household income, we 
will recalculate your rent. We will then write to 
confirm the amount of rent you need to pay. If 
you do not advise Homes North of an increase to 
your household income, you may be committing 
rental fraud. Homes North may cancel your rent 
subsidy and backdate market rent charges, 
which may result in a debt.

Tenants are encouraged to immediately advise 
Homes North of any change to household 
income to avoid this action.

HOW OFTEN DO I NEED TO PAY RENT?

Your Residential Tenancy Agreement states that 
you must pay your rent on time. This has serious 
consequences that could result in legal action 
to recover the debt through the NSW Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal (NCAT).

HOW DO I MAKE RENT PAYMENTS?

Centrepay
Is a free bill-paying service for Centrelink 
customers.  It is easy to arrange regular 
deductions from you Centrelink payment. You 
can start or change a deduction at any time.

Direct debit/Internet banking
To set up a recurring direct debit transaction, 
please speak to your bank or financial
institution.

In Person
In person – EFTPOS at your local office.
BPAY – details on Residential Tenancy 
Agreement and your Tenancy Statement.

Please ensure that all rent payments quote 
your Tenancy Reference Number, which can 
be found on the front page of your lease. For 
more detailed information on renting read the 
Department of Fair Trading website Renting 
Guide and New Tenant Checklist available at 
https://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0004/382126/FTR72_New_
tenant_checklist.pdf. A copy of this is also 
available at the front counter of every Homes 
North office.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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RENT REVIEWS EXPLAINED

Rent reviews are really important. They help 
Homes North work out if the rent you are paying 
for your property is correct, particularly if there 
has been a change to your financial or personal 
situation.

You need to tell us, within 21 days, when there is 
a change in your personal or financial situation 
as this may affect the rent you pay.

If you are a tenant receiving a rental subsidy 
Homes North will contact you every six months 
to do a review of the rent that you pay for your 
home. Rent reviews are undertaken to check if 
your financial or personal situation has changed.  
This may change the amount of rent you are 
charged.

WHAT DOES A RENT REVIEW INVOLVE?

Homes North will send you two forms asking for
information. These forms are:

• A new Application for Rental Subsidy Form 
– this form must be returned to your local 
office.

• A Declaration of Wages Form - only 
household members who are working need 
to complete this form and return to a local 
office.

Information to help you complete these forms is
also included. It is important to read these before 
completing the forms:

• Rental Subsidy Letter
• A Guide to Rental Subsidies Factsheet
• Household Income Evidence Requirements 

Factsheet
• Market Rent Letter (only sent once a year).

It is very important to return the completed 
documents to Homes North. If you don’t 
return the documents your rent subsidy will be 
cancelled and you will have to pay market rent.

WHAT INFORMATION DO I NEED TO PROVIDE?

Homes North will need to know the following 
information:

• Have any occupants moved into or moved 
out of the property?

• Are there any changes in income of any 
household members?

• Has any household member commenced or 
left employment?

• Has any household member turned 18 years 
of age?

• If any household member is employed, 
is there a change to their employment 
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conditions, for example, additional or 
decrease in hours of paid work, or a move 
from casual or part-time work or full time 
work?

• Are there any new sources of household 
income?

• Has any member of the household received 
a lump sum payment, inheritance or dividend 
that needs to be declared.

• Does any household member own their own 
home?

WHAT DOCUMENTATION DO I NEED TO 
RETURN?

• The completed Application for Rental Subsidy 
form, and

• Any documents that relate to any change in 
paid employment e.g. payslip or a completed 
Declaration of Wages Form.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER I RETURN THE FORMS?

We will review the information you have 
provided, and:

• If there are no changes to any household 
members income, or changes to household 
members or situation, your rent will remain 
the same.

• If there are changes to any household 
members income, or changes to household 
members, we will review your current 
circumstances to determine if there is to be 
any change in the rent you pay and notify 
you.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

HOMES NORTH REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 
SERVICE

Homes North is committed to providing a 
professional repair and maintenance service to 
our tenants. We will:

• Provide properties in a reasonable state of 
cleanliness, and ensure that they are fit for 
habitation at the start of your tenancy.

• Maintain properties in a reasonable state of 
repair, considering the age, prospective life 
of the property and property care.

REQUESTING NON-URGENT MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIRS

You can request a non-urgent repair or 
maintenance in the following ways:

• Contact Homes North's Rapid Response 
Repair Team on 1800 592 333, or

• complete the online Repairs & Maintenance 
Form on our website (https://homesnorth.org/
repairs-and-maintenance/).

URGENT & EMERGENCY REPAIRS

Urgent and emergency repairs are classified 
under the Residential Tenancies Act 2010 as any 
of the following:

• a burst water service
• a blocked or broken lavatory system
• a serious roof leak, flooding or flood damage
• a gas leak
• a dangerous electrical fault
• serious storm or fire damage
• A failure or breakdown of:

- the gas, electricity or water supply to the 
premises

- any essential service on the premises for 
hot water, cooking, heating/cooling or 
laundering

EMERGENCY REPAIRS TIMEFRAME
DEPENDING ON
THE NATURE 
OF THE 
EMERGENCY, 
WITHIN 4 TO 
24 HOURS OF 
REPORT.

URGENT REPAIRS TIMEFRAME
DEPENDING ON THE NATURE OF THE 
REPAIRS, WITHIN 24 HOURS TO 5 
WORKING OF REPORT.

NON-URGENT 
REPAIRS 
TIMEFRAME
NON-URGENT 
REPAIRS AND 
MAINTENANCE, 
WITHIN 28 
DAYS OF 
REPORT.
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- any fault or damage that causes the 
premises to be unsafe or unsecure.

EMERGENCY REPAIRS DURING OFFICE 
OPENING HOURS

Contact your local Homes North office by phone 
or in person.

AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY REPAIRS

Call 1300 662 721 for our Emergency Out of 
Hours Repairs service.

REPAIR TIMEFRAMES

Emergency repairs
Depending on the nature of the emergency, 
within four (4) to 24 hours of report.

Urgent repairs
Depending on the nature of the repairs, within 
24 hours to five (5) working days of report.

Non-urgent repairs
Non urgent repairs and maintenance, within 28 
days of report.

Once reported our contractors will be in touch to 
arrange a time for the repairs to be completed. 
Please help us by making yourself available or 

notifying us in good time if you cannot keep an 
appointment.

LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES REPAIRS AND 
MAINTENANCE

Homes North rents private rental properities to 
supply homes to applicants on the social housing 
waiting list.

If you are in a leasehold property please refer 
all repair and maintenance requests directly to 
Homes North. We will arrange for the relevant 
real estate agent or landlord of the property to 
engage their own contractor and set a timeframe 
for the repair to be carried out.

PLEASE NOTE:  Tenants are responsible for 
the cost of repairs for any damage caused by 
themselves or their visitors.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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MAINTAINING YOUR PROPERTY

All tenants have the right to live in property that 
is well maintained. Our tips will help you be more 
comfortable in your home.  If you see a problem, 
report it early! 

Homes North ensures regular maintenance 
of your home so your property is in the best 
condition as possible on entry. There are also 
things you can do that will help make your time 
in one of our properties more enjoyable and 
problem free.

Tenants are responsible for:

• Keeping the property clean
• Not causing any damage to the property
• Reporting maintenance problems early
• Keeping the property clean and free of 

household pests such as ants, bugs, spiders, 
cockroaches, wasps, mice and rats at all 
times

• Cleaning out gutters on single story 
dwellings, if physically able to

• Cleaning out of flues for wood heaters
• Cleaning filters from gas heaters, reverse 

cycle air conditioners and range hoods

MANAGING PESTS IN YOUR PROPERTY

Most general household pests such as fleas,
cockroaches, flying insects, mice and rats can be 

kept under control by developing good habits, 
such as:

• Keep all food stored away in sealed 
containers

• Use a garbage can with a tight lid
• Tie up garbage bags and empty bins 

frequently
• Frequent cleaning in the kitchen
• Regular vacuuming
• Clean up spills as soon as they occur
• Reduce/remove clutter in the home
• Report water leaks as soon as they are 

noticed
• Keep drains clean
• Use a door snake and seal draughts
• Keep an eye out for holes that may develop 

around baseboards and inside cupboards
• Turn off external lights at night (when not in 

use)
• Keep fly screens in good condition (do not 

tamper with)
• Regularly examine the outside walls and 

eaves (do not allow wasps to establish a nest)

CONTROLLING MOULD GROWTH

Some moulds can cause health problems.  
They may smell musty and can grow virtually 
anywhere, indoors and outdoors, in and on 
materials such as food, furniture, fabrics, carpets, 
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NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

walls, paper, timber and plumbing. Controlling 
condensation, ventilation and temperature are 
the most effective ways to control mould.

Condensation
Avoid conditions encouraging mould growth by 
using heat, insulation and ventilation.

Ventilation
Reduce moisture and humidity levels by opening 
a window or door where possible to improve 
ventilation. Reduce moisture by using exhaust 
fans in areas where water vapour is created.

Heating
A continuous low and even level of dry heat 
reduces condensation and mould growth. On 
cool days try to keep the inside temperature 
consistent. Use exhaust fans where possible, in 
areas where water vapour is created, such as 
showers.

HOW TO REDUCE MOULD GROWTH

Bathroom
Open a window or door or use an exhaust fan 
when having a shower or bath to control air 
moisture. Clean and dry surfaces that get wet 
regularly.

Laundry
Reduce air moisture by hanging wet clothes 
outdoors.

For more information, please see our HOW TO 
STOP MOULD FACT SHEET on page 32.

BLOCKED DRAINS OR TOILETS & LEAKING TAPS

These can cause water damage to walls, floors 
and ceilings and should be reported immediately 
to avoid costly repairs. 

See our Fact Sheet on HOW TO STOP 
MOULD for some hints on controlling 
mould in your home.
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SAFETY & SECURITY

HOUSEHOLD SECURITY

Keys

• Homes North will provide you with one full 
set of keys at the start of a tenancy.

• Requests for the replacement of lost keys will 
be charged to the tenant.

Security Devices

• Homes North provides secure external door 
locks on all properties. For your safety locks 
should be kept in good working condition by 
the tenant. Any problems should be reported 
to Homes North as soon as possible.

• Tenants cannot undertake any alterations, 
removal of, or additional locks or other 
security devices unless there is a ‘reasonable 
explanation’ and they have prior approval 
from Homes North. The tenant must supply 
to Homes North a copy of the key or other 

opening device or information within seven 
(7) days of the approved change.

• If the premises are not reasonably secure, 
contact Homes North to report a problem.

For further information please refer to your 
Residential Tenancy Agreement.

Burglaries

If there is a burglary (forced entry) where 
internal or external damage is caused to the 
property, please inform Police and obtain an 
Event Number. Homes North will then review the 
incident and inform you of action to be taken.

Insurance

Your private goods are not insured by Homes 
North. We advise you to take out contents 
insurance for your goods.

HAD A BREAK-IN 
WHERE INTERNAL OR 
EXTERNAL DAMAGE 
HAS OCCURED PLEASE 
CALL THE POLICE AND 
GET AN EVENT NUMBER 
BEFORE CALLING 
HOMES NORTH

HOME NORTH WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH 
ONE SET OF KEYS AT THE START OF YOUR 
TENANCY

THE COST OF REPLACING LOST KEYS WILL 
BE CHARGED TO YOU

YOU CANNOT MAKE ANY ALTERATIONS, 
REMOVAL OF, OR ADDITIONAL LOCKS OR 
OTHER SECURITY DEVICES UNLESS YOU 
HAVE PRIOR APPROVAL FROM HOMES 
NORTH
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HOUSEHOLD SAFETY

Smoke Alarms

• Smoke alarms are mandatory by law and are 
installed in every property.

• Tenants are not allowed to remove or 
interfere with smoke alarms.

• If your smoke alarm is beeping contact 
Homes North to report a fault.

• Damage caused by a tenant to a smoke alarm 
requiring a replacement will be charged to 
the tenant.

Gas Appliances

Tenants are responsible for arranging the supply 
of gas from their chosen gas supplier and 
ensuring any gas bottles connected meet the 
required standards for safety purposes.

Wood Heaters

Tenants living in homes with wood heaters are 
responsible for ensuring the flue is cleaned at 
least once a year, and burn appropriate wood.

For further information about home fire safety 
visit Fire & Rescue NSW at https://www.fire.nsw.
gov.au/.

REPORTING FAULTS AND SAFETY CONCERNS

Tenants are responsible for reporting to Homes 
North any safety concerns or issues that could 
cause damage to the property or to themselves, 
such as:

• leaking water
• electrical faults
• gas leaks or odours.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

SMOKE ALARMS AT MANDATORY 
BY LAW

YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO 
REMOVE OR INTERFERE WITH 
SMOKE ALARMS

IF YOUR SMOKE ALARM IS NOT 
BEEPING CONTACT HOMES 
NORTH IMMEDIATELY

IF YOU CAUSE DAMAGE TO 
SMOKE ALARMS IN YOUR HOME 
YOU WILL BE CHARGED FOR A 
REPLACEMENT
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All tenants have the right to enjoyment of their 
home, and your safety and security during your 
tenancy with Homes North is important to us. 
The following tips are provided to assist you to 
feel more secure and safe in our properties.

SECURITY TIPS

• Locks are only effective if you use them 
properly. Please ensure that your property is 
safely locked whenever you are not home.

• Notify a neighbour or friend if you are absent 
from your property for a period of time.

FIRE SAFETY

Being prepared is the key to reducing the risk of 
fire occurring in your home. It is recommended 

that you have a safety checklist to help keep 
your home safe from fires.

For more information and tips visit Fire & Rescue 
NSW http://www.fire.nsw.gov.au/.

WINDOW AND BALCONY SAFETY

There are a number of simple, common 
sense steps you can take to reduce the risk of 
serious injuries or falls from open windows and 
balconies, particularly if you have small children, 
are elderly or disabled. Here are some simple 
tips to help keep kids safe:

• Don’t be fooled by fly screens, they are 
designed to keep insects out, not your kids 
in. They are simply not strong enough.

LOCKS ARE ONLY EFFECTIVE IF YOU 
USE THEM PROPERLY.
PLEASE ENSURE YOUR PROPERTY IS 
SAFELY LOCKED WHENEVER YOU ARE 
NOT HOME.
LET SOMEONE 
KNOW IF YOU'RE 
GOING TO BE 
AWAY.

USE WINDOW SAFETY DEVICES OF 
PLACE A WOODEN DOWEL IN THE 
WINDOW CHANNEL TO HELP PREVENT 
UNAUTHORISED ENTRY INTO YOUR 
HOME.

KEEP A LIST OF THE EMERGENCY 
SERVICES IN YOUR AREA IN A HANDY 
LOCATION. JUST IN CASE THERE IS 
A FIRE, ACCIDENT 
OR SOME OTHER 
REASON YOU NEED 
TO CONTACT THEM.
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NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

• Ensure window safety devices are engaged 
and secure to stop the window opening more 
than 12.5cm.

• Placing a wooden dowel in the window 
sliding channel can also help prevent 
unauthorised entry via an open window.

• Keep furniture away from windows and 
the edge of balconies to prevent children 
climbing up and falling off.

• Beware of light furniture that children can 
move around.

Fair Trading has produced two short videos 
about window safety. To watch their Window 
Safety Video Series visit fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/
ftw/Tenants_and_home_owners/Strata_schemes/
Window_and_balcony_safety.page.

GAS & ELECTRICITY

The Australian Gas Association recommends 
gas appliances and connections are serviced 
regularly by approved service agents. Please 
note the following safety precautions:

• gas heaters have unobstructed ventilation
• there is no evidence of soot deposits
• a gas smell could indicate there is a gas leak
• ensure all appliances are turned off after use
• never leave an appliance on if you are absent 

from the property, even a short period.

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Police, Fire, Ambulance, SES

Keep a list of the emergency services in your 
area in a handy location. In the event that there 
is a fire, accident or some other need for their 
services you can contact them quickly.

If you have an emergency or are in danger call 
Emergency Triple Zero 000.

Homes North Emergency After Hours 
1300 662 721.

Keep our Emergency After Hours number –  
1300 662 721 – handy so you can contact us 
if you lose an essential service(s), like water, 
electricity or heating.
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START WORK BONUS

The Start Work Bonus helps tenants starting work 
for the first time, or re-entering the workforce 
after a break. The Start Work Bonus means your 
rent payments don't change for the first 26 
weeks after you start a new job.

We know that starting work can sometimes mean 
extra costs such as new clothes and travel. If you 
start work and are approved for the Start Work 
Bonus, the extra pay from your new job is not 
counted for 26 weeks.

AM I ELIGIBLE?

To be eligible applicants must:

• be living in a social housing property that 
is owned or managed by Homes North 
Community Housing

• be starting work for the first time since 
commencing as a tenant with Homes North 
Community Housing

• submit an application for the Start Work 
Bonus within 28 days of starting work

• commence employment that is casual, part-
time, full-time, seasonal or self-employment 
based.

You are not eligible if you are:

• already paying market rent
• are changing jobs
• moving from casual to permanent or from 

part-time to full-time work and are already in 
existing employment

• you have failed to notify Homes North within 
28 days of starting work.

HOW DO I APPLY?

1. Tell Homes North if you or a household 
member are starting work as soon as 
possible.

THE START WORK BONUS HELPS TENANTS STARTING 
WORK FOR THE FIRST TIME, OR RE-ENTERING THE 
WORKFORCE AFTER A BREAK.
THE START WORK BONUS MEANS YOUR RENT PAYMENTS 
DON'T CHANGE FOR THE FIRST 26 WEEKS AFTER YOU 
START A NEW JOB.
TO FIND OUT MORE CONTACT HOMES NORTH ON 
(02) 6772 5133.
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2. Fill out either a Rent Subsidy Application 
Form with the date you are starting work and 
your new household income details.

3. Get your employer to complete a Declaration 
of Wages form including your employment 
start date.

Once approved, you will receive written 
confirmation including how much rent you need 
to pay and the date you need to pay that amount 
from.

HOW MUCH EXTRA MONEY WOULD I HAVE IN 
MY POCKET?

During the Start Work Bonus period you will have 
no increase in your rent so you will have extra 
money.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE START WORK 
BONUS ENDS?

After 26 weeks, your rent will increase based 
on your new household income. After getting a 
job, most tenants find they still only have to pay 
25% of their income in rent and they continue to 
receive a rent subsidy. That means you are still 
better off than you would be in the private rental 
market. If you or a household member stop 
working during the 26 week period, please tell 
us as soon as possible. This allows us to reassess 

your rental subsidy correctly and ensure that you 
pay the correct rent.

WILL MY LEASE END IF I START WORK?

No matter how much you earn, your lease will 
continue until its end date.

IMPORTANT LINKS

• Rent Subsidy Application Form
https://homesnorth.org/wp-content/
uploads/2022/09/Application-for-Rental-
Subsidy-Form.pdf

• Declaration of Wages form
https://homesnorth.org/wp-content/
uploads/2022/09/Declaration-of-Wages-
Form.pdf

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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TENANT TRANSFERS

A social housing tenant can request a transfer if 
their circumstances have changed in a way that 
has caused their current housing to no longer be 
suitable.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

All tenants eligible for social housing are eligible 
to apply for a transfer, however, the request 
must be made for a valid reason and will only be 
approved on the grounds outlined below and in 
more detail in the Homes North Transfer Policy 
on our website www.homesnorth.org.

Your Housing Officer will assess your application 
and you will be advised of the outcome within 

20 days. Homes North tenants who wish to be 
considered for a housing transfer are required to 
apply and be assessed according to the Homes 
North Transfer Policy and the Housing Pathways 
Procedure.

WHAT ARE THE GROUNDS FOR TRANSFER?

In order to be eligible, you must be up-to-
date with all your payments and able to 
provide documented evidence to support your 
application made for a valid reason, such as:

• being at risk (for example, domestic violence, 
child abuse or threatening behaviour)

• serious medical condition/disability
• serious or ongoing harassment
• gaining or changing employment
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• severe overcrowding
• compassionate grounds
• family breakdown
• tenancy reinstatement.

HOW TO APPLY FOR A TRANSFER?

You will need to fill in the forms obtained from 
your Housing Manager complete with the 
relevant supporting evidence, including the 
Housing Pathways Transfer Supplement and 
Application for Housing Assistance form

I AM ELIGIBLE – WHAT NEXT?

If your application and supporting evidence 
deems you eligible for a housing transfer, you 
will be placed on the waiting list and your wait 
time will be dependent on your current situation, 
reason for applying and housing need. Waiting 
times vary depending on the area you have 
selected.

APPEALS

Information about appealing declined transfers 
can be found in the Complaints and Appeals 
factsheets. Declined transfers can be appealed 
by submitting an Appeals form stating why you 
disagree with the  decision. If you are unhappy 
with the outcome of the Homes North appeal 

process, you may appeal to the independent 
NSW Housing Appeals Committee at http://www.
hac.nsw.gov.au/

WHERE TO GET MORE INFORMATION

For more information or answers to any 
questions, please visit or contact your nearest 
Homes North office or contact us by phone or 
email info@ homesnorth.org.au.

For more detailed information refer to the Homes
North Transfer Policy on our website at http://
homesnorth.org/transfer-policy-2/.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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TIMEFRAME FOR REPAIRS

EMERGENCY (4 HOURS)

Maintenance issues that cause a risk of
imminent danger such as:

• exposed electrical wires and no power 
to property

• sewerage overflowing or sewer choke 
to toilet, major water leak

• unable to secure premises (generally 
large broken windows or doors)

• exposed asbestos, gas leak
• serious storm damage such as flooding 

and fire damage.

URGENT (24 HOURS)

Maintenance issues that create a significant 
loss of amenity to the property and may 
create health issues:

• a major roof leak has occurred
• no water to premises
• no hot water
• sewer choke to kitchen sink, laundry tub 

and shower
• no gas

HIGH PRIORITY (2 DAYS)

Maintenance issues that cause a significant
inconvenience:

• stove/oven not working
• minor water leak
• fence fallen over or insecure
• non-functioning individual power points 

or light fittings

PRIORITY (5 DAYS)

Maintenance issues that cause minor 
inconvenience or can cause further damage 
to a property if not addressed promptly:

• Urgent or minor vacant properties, 
partial repair to stove/oven when the 
majority of the stove is still working.  
Dripping taps are also included.
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ROUTINE (WILL BE ADVISED)

Maintenance issues that are non-urgent 
and routine in nature such as:

• Non-urgent work where maintenance 
is planned between the tenant, asset 
team and contractor.

• Some routine matters include adjusting 
of doors and windows.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org

URGENT REPAIRS (24 HOURS)
MAINTENANCE ISSUES THAT CREATE A SIGNIFICANT LOSS OF 
AMENITY TO THE PROPERTY 
AND MAY CREATE HEALTH 
ISSUES LIKE A MAJOR ROOF 
LEAK, NO WATER, NO HOT 
WATER, SEWER CHOKE 
(KITCHEN, LAUNDRY OR 
SHOWER), NO GAS...

ROUTINE (WILL BE ADVISED)
MAINTENANCE ISSUES THAT ARE NON-
URGENT AND ROUTINE IN NATURE 
SUCH AS NON-URGENT WORK WHERE 
MAINTENANCE IS PLANNED BETWEEN 
THE TENANT, ASSET TEAM AND 
CONTRACTOR OR ROUTINE DOOR AND 
WINDOW ADJUSTMENTS...

HIGH PRIORITY REPAIRS (2 DAYS)
MAINTENANCE ISSUES 
THAT CAUSE SIGNIFICANT 
INCONVENIENCE LIKE A BROKEN 
STOVE AND/OR OVEN, A MINOR WATER 
LEAK, FALLEN OR INSECURE FENCE, 
NON-FUNCTIONING POWER UNITS OR 
LIGHT FITTINGS...

PRIORITY REPAIRS (5 DAYS)
MAINTENANCE ISSUES THAT 
CAUSE MINOR 
INCONVENIENCE OR 
FURTHER DAMAGE 
TO A PROPERTY IF 
NOT ADDRESSED 
PROMPTLY LIKE 
DRIPPING TAPS....

EMERGENCY REPAIRS 
(4 HOURS)
MAINTENANCE ISSUES THAT 
CAUSE A RISK OF IMMINENT 
DANGER LIKE EXPOSED 
ELECTRICAL WIRES, NO 
POWER, OVERFLOWING 
SEWERAGE, GAS LEAK, 
FLOODING, FIRE DAMAGE...
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VISITORS AND ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT

Homes North knows that households change 
from time to time, for example, the birth of a 
child, a friend or family may want to come to 
visit and stay, or it may be a new partner.  When 
these types of changes happen, it is important 
to let Homes North know. You can do this by 
calling your local Homes North office or by filling 
in an Application for Rental Subsidy form with the 
additional person listed.

The tenant may need to ask for our approval 
before a change occurs, for example, if the 
tenant wants someone to move into their 
property (an additional occupant).

HOUSEHOLD CHANGES

• The number of people living in the home 
changes, for example, the birth of a child or 
someone moving into or out of the home.

• Anyone that stays regularly in a tenant’s 
home, for example, a partner or friends.

• Anyone who is temporarily staying for longer 
than four (4) weeks.

VISITORS STAYING

You can have visitors stay with you but the 
time is limited to four (4)  weeks. This does not 

change the household details of the tenant. 
However, if the visitor wants to stay for longer 
than four (4) weeks, Homes North must be 
informed. The tenant needs to apply to Homes 
North for an extension of the visit time. Visitors 
do not need to pay rent however the tenant is 
responsible for their visitor’s behaviour.

ADDITIONAL OCCUPANTS

If another person wants to live at the property 
and become an additional occupant, this 
changes the household details of the tenant. 
The tenant must first apply to Homes North 
for approval. Homes North may approve the 
application if:

• The tenant’s rent account is up-to-date.
• The visitor meets the criteria to live in social 

housing. They should not be an ineligible or 
unsatisfactory former public or community 
housing tenant, and must not owe money to 
Homes North.

• Homes North believes the visitor will not 
cause overcrowding. You cannot apply for a 
transfer based on overcrowding due to the 
additional occupant.

• The new household composition is suitable 
for the type of property, for example, senior/
disability communities.

• There is no evidence the visitor has been the 
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YOU MUST NOTIFY HOMES NORTH IF YOUR 
HOUSEHOLD OCCUPANTS CHANGE (FOR EXAMPLE, 
YOU WELCOME A BABY OR YOUR PARTNER MOVES 
IN. PLEASE REMEMBER IF A VISITOR WANTS TO STAY 
FOR MORE THAN 4 WEEKS HOMES NORTH MUST BE 
INFORMED.

cause of nuisance and annoyance at this or 
any previous tenancy.

INCOME DETAILS OF ADDITIONAL OCCUPANTS

• If tenants want an additional occupant to 
stay at their property, the income details of 
the additional occupant needs to be given to 
Homes North.

• The tenant needs to submit a new Application 
for Rental Subsidy form, and if Homes North 
approves the application, then the rental 
subsidy will be re-calculated based on the 
new details.

• Tenants will be notified in writing about 
Homes North’s decision within 20 days of 
receiving their application.

• If the application is declined, tenants may 

appeal the decision (see our Appeals 
Factsheet).

• If tenants do not apply in writing for approval 
to house an additional occupant, Homes 
North may cancel their rental subsidy. This 
means that the tenant may have to pay 
market rent until they provide the details 
of each additional occupant staying at their 
property.

WHERE TO GET MORE INFORMATION

In cases where Domestic and Family Violence is 
a factor refer to the DFV Hotline 1800 656 463.

For more information or answers to any 
questions, please visit or contact your nearest 
Homes North office.

NEED TO CONTACT HOMES NORTH?

Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897

Coledale
(02) 6765 8879 www.homesnorth.org
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Tenants of Homes North are responsible for 
paying for the amount of water used at their 
home (water usage). This is set out in the 
Residential Tenancies Act 2010.  Homes North 
will pay for other charges (supply of service, 
sewerage).

WATER METERS

The property you are living in has a water meter 
which measures your water usage. However, if 
you live in an older unit/apartment your property 
may have a shared water meter, in which case 
your usage is calculated according to the rent 
you pay.

The local council is responsible for reading your 
water meter. Homes North receives a bill from 
the council quarterly and we determine from the 
bill your water charges.

NEW TENANTS AND THEIR WATER USAGE

• Tenants starting a new tenancy with Homes 
North are encouraged to commence regular 
payments towards water charges until Homes 
North receives the first bill from the local 
council.

• Homes North will then compare the amount 
you have paid with your actual usage since 
you moved in.

• Any credit or debit will be placed on your 
non-rent account.

• The charge for water usage is due at the time 
of billing.

• If you are unable to pay the bill on time, 
speak to your Housing Manager about paying 
instalments.

WHO TO CONTACT IF YOU DISAGREE WITH THE 
AMOUNT OF WATER CHARGES?

• If you think we made an error or a wrong 
decision about your water usage or water 
allowance request, you should contact your 
Housing Manager.

• If you are not happy with the decision, we will 
review it again.

• If you want us to review the decision, please 
visit our website at homesnorth.org.au and 
see our Appeals process.

Copies of Homes North appeals forms are 
available in your local office. You can read more 
about our water charges in Section 4 of our 
Water Charging Policy.
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EMERGENCY
AFTER HOURS
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1300 662 721

Tenants of Homes North are 
responsible for paying for the 
amount of water used at their 
home (water usage).
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Armidale
(02) 6772 5133

Glen Innes
(02) 6732 3652

Gunnedah
(02) 6742 0363

Inverell
(02) 6722 5137

Moree
(02) 6752 4440

Tamworth
(02) 6766 6897
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Tip Sheet
WATER SAVING

There are several things you can do to save
money on water bills.

BATHROOM

• Don’t leave the tap running when brushing 
your teeth, washing your face or shaving – 
this could save you one bucket of water per 
day.

• Reduce your shower time - you could save up 
to 9 litres of water per minute.

• Check your toilet bowl for running water.
• Check your plumbing for any drips or leaks.

LAUNDRY

• Wash clothes only when you have a full load.
• If you need a new washing machine, select a 

machine that has a water efficient rating of 5 
stars.

• Check for any leaks.
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KITCHEN
• Put a plug in the sink when peeling 

vegetables, rinsing dishes or washing your 
hands.

OUTSIDE YOUR HOME

• Wash your car on the lawn using a bucket 
and sponge instead of a hose – this will save 
you about 20 litres of water per minute.

• Don’t cut the lawn too short – this will reduce 
the amount of water your lawn needs to stay 
green and healthy.

• Select native and other water wise plants 
and group plants so that they have similar 
watering needs.

• Use mulch and add organic material such 
as compost to the soil, which helps retain 
moisture and reduce evaporation.

• Water your garden early in the morning or 
during the evening.

• Water the base of the plants, not the leaves.
• Use a rake or broom to clean paths and 

driveways instead of using a hose.

CHECK FOR LEAKS

• Make sure all taps are turned off, including 
the washing machine.

• Check the hot water service isn’t leaking onto 
the ground.

• Check that the taps outside your home are 
not leaking.

REPORT LEAKS

• Leaking taps can waste up to 2,000 litres of 
water a month and cost you money.

• Report dripping taps, running toilet cisterns, 
leaking hot water services and any leaking or 
faulty pipes and water connections to Homes 
North's Rapid Response Repair Team on  
1800 592 333.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION?

If you have any further questions, please contact 
the Homes North office.  Also see our water 
charges fact sheet on page 70.



Homes North acknowledges the traditional custodians and communities of the land we meet and work 
on and pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging.

www.facebook.com/homesnorthcommunityhousing


